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1 Introduction
Sixteen states and the District of Columbia have recently enacted policies requiring that
students who do not demonstrate basic reading proficiency at the end of third grade be
retained and provided with remedial services (Workman, 2014). Similar policies are under
debate in states and school districts across the nation. Although these policies aim to
provide incentives for educators and parents to ensure that students meet performance
expectations, they can also be expected to increase the incidence of retention in the early
grades. Their enactment has therefore renewed a longstanding debate about retention’s
consequences for low-achieving students.
Roughly 10 percent of American students are retained at least once between kinder-
garten and eighth grade, with the incidence of retention concentrated among low-income
students and traditionally disadvantaged minorities (Planty et al., 2009). Retaining stu-
dents in the same grade is costly in terms of additional per pupil spending and foregone
earnings, if students (as intended) spend an additional year in full-time public education as
a result of being held back. Yet consensus is lacking as to whether retention yields benefits
for students that could offset these costs and, if so, under what conditions.
Proponents of policies encouraging the retention of low-performing students contend
that these students stand to benefit from an improved match of their ability to that of
their peers, from the opportunity for additional instruction before confronting more chal-
lenging material, and from any additional services provided to students during the retention
year. Critics, meanwhile, warn that retained students may be harmed by stigmatization,
reduced expectations for their academic performance on the part of teachers and parents,
and the challenges of adjusting to a new peer group. In fact, a large literature in educa-
tional psychology confirms that retained students achieve at lower levels, complete fewer
years of school, and have worse social-emotional outcomes than observably similar students
who are promoted.1 Because the decision to retain a student is typically made based on
characteristics unobserved by the researcher, however, even studies that match retained
and promoted students based on prior academic achievement are likely to suffer from se-
lection bias. Consistent with this, more recent research in economics exploiting credibly
1Influential studies in this discipline include Jimerson (1999), Jimerson et al. (2002), and McCoy and
Reynolds (1999). A survey of 47 empirical studies conducted by Holmes (1989) concluded that retained
students perform 0.19 to 0.31 standard deviations worse on various measures of academic achievement
than similar students who were not retained. In a meta-analysis of post-1990 research, however, Allen
et al. (2009) report that a subset of studies that match retained and promoted students based on academic
achievement or ability yields more positive estimates of retention effects than do studies that compare all
retained and promoted students or match students based on non-academic variables.
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exogenous variation in retention probabilities has found less negative and, in some cases,
positive effects on student outcomes (Jacob and Lefgren, 2004, 2009; Greene and Winters,
2007).
In this paper, we use statewide administrative data covering all students in Florida pub-
lic schools to study the causal effect of third grade retention and remediation on student
outcomes through high school. The primary outcomes we examine include test scores for
eight years following potential third grade retention in reading and six years in math, sub-
sequent retention rates, and high school grade point average (GPA), coursetaking patterns,
and graduation outcomes. The Florida database has four key advantages for studying the
consequences of grade retention.
First, Florida since 2003 has required that schools retain third grade students who do
not demonstrate basic proficiency on the state reading test unless the student is eligible
for one of a specified set of exemptions. This test-based promotion policy generates a
discontinuity in the probability of retention at the test score cutoff used to determine
reading proficiency. We can therefore employ a standard regression discontinuity design
to overcome the selection issues plaguing most existing research on this topic (Jacob and
Lefgren, 2004, 2009; Greene and Winters, 2007; Winters and Greene, 2012).
Second, the Florida database contains vertically scaled test scores in reading and math
that make it possible to compare the achievement of students tested in different grades
during the same year. Making this comparison is essential because the counterfactual
condition for students who are retained is to have been immediately promoted to the next
grade. While often the sole focus of studies of retention, same-grade comparisons conflate
any effect of retention with the effect of being a year older and having an additional year
of schooling at the time the relevant test is administered.
Third, the availability of annual test scores for up to eight years after the retention
decision makes it possible to determine the extent to which any changes over time in
the magnitude of the estimated effect of retention are driven by grade-specific effects on
achievement. The average amount students learn varies across grades for reasons including
differences in teacher quality, the alignment of curricula with test content, and the share of
students making school transitions. Because estimates of retention effects based on same-
age comparisons capture these grade-specific effects along with the isolated effect of being
retained, studies examining the outcomes of retained students after only two years (e.g.,
Jacob and Lefgren, 2004; Greene and Winters, 2007) are unable to determine whether any
short-term effects of retention persist, fade out, or even grow larger over time.
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Finally, the availability of high school transcript and graduation data through 2014
makes it possible to study the effects of test-based retention on students’ course-taking
patterns and performance in high school and on the probability that they graduate. For
the first cohort of students affected by the policy, we are also able to provide a preliminary
analysis of effects on enrollment in a Florida college.
It is important to note that the Florida policy requires that retained students be given
the opportunity to attend a summer reading program prior to the next school year and
that they be assigned to a “high-performing” teacher and receive intensive reading inter-
ventions during that year. Our estimates of the policy’s impact will therefore capture the
combined effect of retention and these additional measures and may not be directly compa-
rable to those of some previous studies of retention. Requirements that retained students
receive remedial interventions are typical of test-based promotion policies in use and under
consideration in other settings, however, giving our results considerable policy relevance.
Due to the availability of exemptions for students scoring below the promotion cut-
off, as well as to the voluntary retention of some higher-scoring students, our regression
discontinuity design is fuzzy and yields estimates local to students who are retained as
a result of the policy but would otherwise have been promoted (i.e., compliers). From a
policy perspective, this local average treatment effect is arguably the most relevant pa-
rameter. Teachers granting a low-scoring student an exemption or recommending that a
student with higher test scores be retained presumably do so because they have strong
views as to whether retention would be beneficial for the student in question. In the case
of compliers, in contrast, the fact that retention occurs only as a result of the test-based
promotion policy implies that local educators are uncertain about whether retention is
desirable. Moreover, because the retention policy is based on reading scores alone, we can
exploit variation in compliers’ math achievement to provide suggestive evidence that our
estimates are generalizable to a broader population in terms of third grade achievement.
Our analysis confirms that students retained in third grade under Florida’s test-based
promotion policy experience substantial short-term gains in both math and reading achieve-
ment. On average over the first three years after being held back, retained students outper-
form their same-age peers who were promoted by 0.31 standard deviations in reading and
by 0.23 standard deviations in math. These positive effects fade out over time, becoming
statistically insignificant in both subjects within five years, but retained students continue
to outperform their promoted peers when tested in the same grade through grade eight in
math and grade ten in reading. Consistent with this evidence of improved performance
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against grade-level expectations, we find that being retained in third grade as a result of
missing the promotion standard improves students’ grade point averages (GPAs) and leads
them to take fewer remedial courses in high school. Test-based retention delays students’
graduation from high school by 0.63 years but has no effect on their overall probability of
graduating or their probability of receiving a regular diploma.
These findings contribute to an emerging literature using quasi-experimental research
designs to study the effects of retention policies.2 In prior studies of the Florida policy,
Greene and Winters (2007) find that third grade retention improved student achievement
after two years, and Winters and Greene (2012) present evidence based on same-grade
comparisons that these gains persisted through eighth grade. Looking at behavioral out-
comes, Ozek (2015) finds that students retained under the Florida policy were disciplined
and suspended more frequently in the first two years after being retained, but that these
effects dissipated entirely after two years. Jacob and Lefgren (2004, 2009) study the impact
of retention in third, sixth, and eighth grade on achievement and high school completion
in Chicago. They find that retention and mandatory summer school had a small positive
short-term effect on achievement for third graders but not for sixth graders. They also find
that retention reduced high school graduation rates for eighth graders but not for sixth
graders. In a comparative setting, Manacorda (2012) finds that retention in junior high
school increases dropout rates for Uruguayan students.
Taken as a whole, this evidence suggests that retention in higher grade levels may have
detrimental effects on future student outcomes, but that early grade retention may be
more beneficial. We confirm that test-based retention in third grade in Florida improves
students’ achievement in the short run but show that these initial academic benefits fade
out over time. At the same time, test-based retention leads students to perform better
academically and need less remediation while enrolled in high school and has no effect on
their probability of graduating.
Our evidence that test-based retention in third grade reduces the probability of reten-
tion in subsequent grades highlights an additional consequence of policies that increase
retention rates in early grades. Specifically, we show that many of the students retained
as third graders as a result of Florida’s test-based promotion policy would otherwise have
2In addition to the studies discussed in the text, Eide and Showalter (2001) use variation in kindergarten
entry ages across states as an instrument for retention and conclude that retention increases high school
completion and earnings for white students, although their results are not statistically significant. Using
within-state variation in primary school retention rates from 1960 to 1980, Babcock and Bedard (2011)
show that a one standard deviation increase in retention rates is associated with a 0.7 percent increase in
mean earnings for adult males.
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been retained in a subsequent grade. After five years, students retained in third grade are,
on average, only 0.73 grade levels behind their promoted peers. To the extent that later
grade retention is in fact less beneficial, students who are retained earlier rather than later
may particularly benefit from the policy.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we describe the Florida policy and our
data and discuss measurement issues. Section 3 presents our identification strategy and
provides graphical evidence supporting its validity, while Section 4 presents our findings
concerning the effects of third grade retention on student outcomes over time, demonstrates
their robustness, and examines potential mechanisms. Section 5 concludes.
2 Institutional Setting, Data, and Measurement
2.1 Test-based Retention Policy in Florida
In 2002, Florida’s legislature mandated that third grade students scoring below level two
(of five performance levels) on the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) read-
ing test be retained and provided with remedial services unless they qualify for one of six
“good cause exemptions.”3 The Florida policy’s exclusive focus on third grade reading
distinguishes it from test-based promotion policies in Chicago and New York City, which
include retention gates based on reading and math achievement at multiple grade levels.
This focus reflects a common belief among educators that acquiring basic reading profi-
ciency by third grade is essential for subsequent performance across disciplines, as well as
the fact that third grade is the lowest included in the state testing program.
Students scoring below the level two cutoff may be granted an exemption from the
policy if they fall into any of the following categories: students with disabilities whose
Individualized Education Plan indicates that the state test is an inappropriate measure of
their achievement; students with disabilities who were previously retained in third grade;
Limited English proficiency (LEP) students with less than two years of instruction in
English; students who were retained twice previously; students scoring above the 51st
percentile nationally on another standardized reading test; and students demonstrating
proficiency through a portfolio of work.4 In light of these exemptions, the term “test-based
promotion policy” may be a misnomer. It would be more precise to say that, for students
3The description of the Florida program in this section is based on Office of Program Policy Analysis
& Government Accountability (2006).
4Since the 2004-05 school year, retained students have also been given the opportunity for a midyear
promotion to fourth grade if they demonstrate mastery of necessary skills at that time.
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not in special education, a low test-score shifts the burden of proof such that educators
need to make an affirmative case that the student should be promoted.
Even so, the policy sharply increased the number of students held back in third grade.
The number of Florida third graders retained jumped to 21,799 (13.5 percent) as the policy
was implemented in 2003, up from 4,819 (2.8 percent) the previous year. The number of
Florida students retained in third grade fell steadily over the next five years, reaching 9,562
(5.6 percent) in 2008, due primarily to a reduction in the number of students failing to
meet the promotion standard.
As noted above, the policy includes several provisions intended to ensure that retained
students acquire the reading skills needed to be promoted the following year. First, re-
tained students must be given the opportunity to participate in their district’s summer
reading camp. Schools must also develop an academic improvement plan for each retained
student and assign them to a “high-performing teacher,” as determined by satisfactory per-
formance appraisals. Finally, while repeating third grade, retained students must receive
intensive reading interventions including ninety uninterrupted minutes daily of research-
based reading instruction.5
2.2 Data and Estimation Sample
The data for our analysis are drawn from the Florida Department of Education’s PK-
20 Education Data Warehouse and contain information on all Florida students attending
public schools in grades 3 to 12 from the 2000-01 through 2013-14 school years. We identify
retained students based on the grade level of the state tests taken in adjacent years.6
The first cohort to be impacted by the test-based promotion policy (which we will refer
to as the 2003 cohort) entered third grade in the 2002-03 school year and can be followed
until 2013-14, one year after the students in this cohort who were retained under the policy
should have graduated from high school. The five subsequent cohorts that we include in
our analysis enter third grade in later years and can therefore be tracked for progressively
shorter periods of time. Our primary analyses pool the data on all cohorts for which the
relevant outcome is available.
Our basic data extract includes the school each student attends and its location; stu-
dent characteristics such as ethnicity, gender, special education classification, English pro-
ficiency, and free lunch eligibility; annual measures of absences; annual FCAT math and
5In 2004-05 the uninterrupted ninety minute reading block became mandatory for all K-5 students.
6Students receiving mid-year promotions after 2004-05 will therefore be recorded as not being retained.
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reading test scores in grades 3 to 10 from the 2000-01 through 2009-10 school years; and
annual reading test scores in grades 9 and 10 from a revised state test from the 2010-11
through 2013-14 school years.
In addition to raw test scores, our data extract includes vertically equated Develop-
mental Scale Scores (DSS) intended to support comparisons of student achievement across
grade levels. During the 2000-01 school year, when the FCAT assessment system was
expanded to include reading and math in all grades three through ten, a special data
collection scheme incorporated the use of common items administered to students across
multiple grades. Specifically, operational items from each grade’s test were also included
on the test administered to the higher and lower adjacent grade. These common items per-
mitted the use of Item Response Theory (IRT) methods to place results from each grade’s
test on a common scale.7
As of the 2010-11 school year, Florida replaced the FCAT with the FCAT 2.0, a new
assessment system aligned to revised academic content standards. This complicates our
analysis in two ways: First, because of this change we do not have directly comparable test
score information in grades 9 and 10 for all members of the two earliest cohorts (i.e., those
who were retained and promoted). We therefore base our analysis of retention effects on
ninth grade test scores on the 2005 to 2007 cohorts and our analysis of tenth grade test
scores on the 2004 to 2006 cohorts. Second, FCAT 2.0 does not include a single math test
for all students statewide in grades nine and ten, but rather has separate end-of-course
tests for students taking different math courses. As a result, we can examine effects on
test scores beyond eighth grade in reading only.
In addition, we obtained high school enrollment and transcript data through the 2013-
14 school year. This allows us to construct complete enrollment histories for students in
the first two cohorts affected by the test-based promotion policy, to develop measures of
students’ GPA and course-taking patterns, and to identify students who successfully grad-
uated from a public high school in Florida. We also obtained information on enrollment in
Florida colleges and universities through the 2013-14 school year, which we use to conduct
a preliminary analysis of retention effects on enrollment in post-secondary education in the
year following graduation for the 2003 cohort.
Table 1 provides summary statistics of student characteristics in third grade for the
pooled sample covering the 2003-2008 cohorts used to study outcomes one year after po-
tential retention. The first column reports mean characteristics (measured in third grade)
7See Hoffman et al. (2001) for technical details on the construction of the developmental scale scores.
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for all students; columns (2) and (3) include all retained and all promoted students scoring
below the cutoff; and columns (4) and (5) include all retained and all promoted students
scoring above the cutoff. The table shows that 8.3 percent of all Florida students in these
cohorts were retained in grade 3. This includes almost half (47.8 percent) of students
scoring below the promotion cutoff, as well as an additional 0.6 percent of students scoring
above the cutoff.
Naturally, students scoring below the cutoff and retained students perform at low levels.
For example, retained students below the cutoff score 603 points (1.63 standard deviations)
below the average student in reading and 415 points (1.36 standard deviations) below
the average student in math.8 Compared to the retained students below the cutoff, the
relatively few voluntarily retained students are higher performing on average, more likely
to be white, and substantially younger than the average retained student. They are also
absent more frequently as third graders, perhaps suggesting the importance of behavioral
indicators to voluntary retention decisions.
Table 2 provides summary statistics of student outcomes in high school and beyond.
As discussed above, not all outcomes are observed for all cohorts. Thus, Table 2 reports
data on each outcome for the respective cohorts for whom it is observed. These data reveal
that, descriptively, promoted students clearly outperform their retained peers in the long
run. They score higher on the FCAT 2.0 reading test in grades 9 and 10, are more likely
to enter and graduate from high school, and take fewer remedial courses while enrolled.
They are also more likely to take college preparatory courses in high school and to enroll in
college immediately upon graduation. Of course, these differences in outcomes may reflect
unobserved differences betweeen students who were retained and promoted in third grade
and cannot be interpreted as causal effects of test-based retention.
2.3 Measurement Issues
Analyzing the effects of grade retention necessitates a choice about when to measure and
compare students’ future outcomes (Allen et al., 2009). The standard approach for any
(quasi-)experimental analysis of the effect of a given treatment is to compare outcomes
measured at the same point in time (e.g., 2 years after treatment) for treated observations
and those standing in for their counter-factual outcomes. In the case of grade retention,
this corresponds to a comparison of outcomes when treated and non-treated students are
8Students’ raw third grade test scores are expressed in the metric of the vertically equated Developmen-
tal Scale Scores (DSS) to have a consistent way of reporting student achievement based on FCAT scores.
The standard deviations of DSS scores in grade 3 are 306 points in math and 370 points in reading.
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of the same age. However, the very nature of the retention treatment implies that the
future grade levels of treated and non-treated students will differ, as will their expected
graduation date. As achievement is typically measured by grade-specific tests, it is common
in the retention literature to deviate from the standard approach and compare outcomes
when students have reached the same grade. This enables researchers to address questions
such as “What is the effect of third grade retention on student achievement in grade g?”.
It can be shown that neither same-age nor same-grade comparisons identify the isolated
effect of retention absent further assumptions.9 For example, in a same-grade comparison
treated students will be older and will have been exposed to more schooling than non-
treated students when they take any grade-specific test after being retained. Moreover,
even if the outcomes of treated and non-treated students were identical in expectation at the
time of treatment, effects of any prior interventions that fade out over time will confound
a same-grade comparison. A same-grade comparison therefore identifies the isolated effect
of retention only in the absence of age effects and time-in-school effects and if any effects
of prior interventions (potentially including prior retentions) do not fade out. A same-age
comparison will not be affected by these issues.
However, a same-age comparison may nonetheless be confounded by true differences
in the average rate of learning across grades. For example, Figure 1, which plots average
DSS scores in reading and math by grade for all students in the pooled dataset, shows that
Florida students experience very small gains in math achievement in sixth grade relative
to the gains made by students in other grades. This pattern likely reflects the fact that
most Florida students transition into a middle school in grade six, which Schwerdt and
West (2013b) show has a negative impact on their achievement growth. To the extent that
retention simply delays students from experiencing a grade in which their own achievement
growth is likely to be smaller, policymakers may want to incorporate this information into
the metric used to compare their achievement to that of promoted students.
Overall, the jagged trajectory evident in both subjects in Figure 1 indicates that average
achievement gains as measured by developmental scale scores vary considerably by grade.
This variation provides a first indication of how the point in time at which outcomes are
compared can influence estimates of the causal effect of retention.
In practice, both same-age and same-grade comparisons can offer useful evidence on
retention’s consequences depending on how the desired treatment effect is defined. For
example, because attending third grade a second time rather than fourth grade the follow-
9See (Schwerdt and West, 2013a) for a more formal discussion of the identification assumptions of
same-age and same-grade comparisons.
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ing year is a direct consequence of being retained, differences in instructional quality or
content across grades may reasonably be considered part of the desired treatment effect.
Estimates based on a same-age comparison would therefore represent a meaningful causal
effect of retention despite the fact that the total effect is partly driven by instructional
differences between grades. Conversely, policymakers or parents may be most interested in
what students know when they reach a specific grade or upon graduation from high school,
which are same-grade comparisons. Same-grade comparisons may be of particular interest
in anticipating retention’s potential effects on outcomes that turn on students’ performance
relative to their same-grade peers, such as admission to selective colleges.
From an economic perspective, the choice between same-age and same-grade compar-
isons may hinge on assumptions about the functioning of the labor market. If productivity
were perfectly observable, then conditional on skills educational credentials should be un-
related to labor market outcomes. A same-age comparison of student skills would therefore
provide a direct estimate of retention’s effects on those outcomes. However, with imperfect
information and sheepskin effects, a same-grade comparison may be preferable. In the
extreme case in which the high school diploma provides the only signal allowing employers
to distinguish high and low productivity workers, all that matters is whether a student
graduates from high school. If retention increases the probability of graduation, retention
has a benefit. Whether it is also cost-effective then depends on the size of credential’s
effect on life-time earnings relative to its opportunity costs.
Because each approach identifies a potentially interesting (combined) treatment effect,
in our empirical analysis we report estimates based on both. We focus our interpretation
on same-age comparisons, however, due to their advantages in terms of identifying the
isolated effect of grade retention – the parameter that conceptually links estimates based
on the two approaches. The distinction between same-grade and same-age comparisons is
less fundamental for measures of educational attainment, provided enough time has passed
for all students who will eventually receive a given credential to have obtained it. Our
analysis of the effects of retention on high school graduation focuses on whether students
in the first two cohorts affected by the policy had received a high school degree by the end
of the 2013-14 year. At this point, students of the 2003 cohort were on average 20 years
old, while students of the 2004 cohort were about 19.
As discussed above, Figure 1 indicates that the achievement gains made by typical
students on this scale are not uniform across grades. Thus, estimates based on a same-age
approach may vary with the number of years since treatment for at least two reasons: true
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fade out of retention effects and grade-specific effects on achievement conditional on the
number of prior years of schooling.10 To back out an approximate estimate of the extent of
true fade out of retention effects over time, we construct an alternative vertical scaling of
reading and math achievement, which is also plotted in Figure 1. Specifically, we subtract
from each student’s DSS score the grade-specific mean score and then add the predicted
value for each grade based on a linear regression of mean scores on grade level. These
rescaled scores increase linearly from grades three to ten by construction. The estimated
slope coefficients, which indicate the average annual rate of achievement growth between
third and tenth grade, are 80 DSS points in reading and 83 DSS points in math. The
assumption of linear achievement growth underlying the rescaling is admittedly arbitrary,
and point estimates based on rescaled scores do not necessarily represent an unbiased
estimate of the isolated retention effects. Comparing estimates based on rescaled scores
across years should nonetheless be informative about the rate at which retention effects
fade out over time.
3 Empirical Strategy
Empirical strategies that rely on a selection-on-observables assumption will fail to provide
unbiased estimates of the effect of early grade retention on future student outcomes if stu-
dents are selected for retention based on factors unobserved by the researcher that influence
educational outcomes. We address this concern by taking advantage of Florida’s test-based
promotion policy, which leads to a discontinuous relationship between third grade reading
test scores and the probability of grade retention. This discontinuity generates plausibly
exogenous variation in retention which we exploit to identify the causal effect of test-based
retention on future outcomes.
3.1 Graphical Evidence
Our identification strategy hinges on the assumption that Florida’s test-based promotion
policy generates exogenous variation in third grade retention that we can exploit for identi-
fication using a regression discontinuity. We first present graphical evidence of the existence
10Fade out may also be a mechanical artifact of the practice of rescaling grade-specific test scores if a
standard deviation in test scores in later grades translates into a larger difference in knowledge (Lang,
2010). This is less of a concern in our case as we report results based on non-standardized vertically scaled
scores across all grades. Moreover, (Cascio and Staiger, 2012) demonstrate that this mechanism is unlikely
to fully explain fade-out of the effects of educational interventions
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of a discontinuity in the relationship between a student’s third grade reading test scores
and the probability of being retained. We then discuss potential threats to the validity of
regression discontinuity studies and provide additional graphical evidence demonstrating
that these threats are not applicable in this setting (c.f., Lee and Lemieux, 2010). Unless
otherwise noted, all figures are based on the pooled data set of students in the 2003-2008
cohorts.11
Panel B of Figure 2, which plots the share of students retained as a function of third
grade reading scores (measured relative to the test score cutoff), provides visual evidence of
the discontinuity in retention probabilities. The data points represent the share of students
retained for each possible score on the third grade reading test, with each marker’s size
proportional to the number of students receiving that score. The solid line represents pre-
dicted values from separate local linear regressions on either side of the cutoff. For students
30 or more points (> .5 standard deviations) below the cutoff, retention probabilities are
relatively stable at just under 0.6. The probability of retention then declines as test scores
increase, with retention probabilities immediately to the left of the cutoff approaching 0.3.
Retention probabilities drop sharply to less than 0.05 at the cutoff, however, and approach
zero 50 points above it.
Panel A of Figure 2 displays the same relationship for the two cohorts of students in our
data extract entering third grade immediately prior to the introduction of the test-based
promotion policy. Note that the probability of retention for students in these cohorts rarely
exceeds 20 percent, even for very low-scoring students. More importantly, the probability
of retention is essentially continuous around the cutoff, indicating that the discontinuity
evident in panel A of Figure 2 was in fact generated by the policy change.
While Figure 2 is based on the full distribution of third grade reading test scores, we
limit our regression discontinuity analysis of the causal effects of retention to a narrower
sample of students within a 10 test-score-point bandwidth on either side of the cutoff.
Figure A-1 in the Supplementary Appendix illustrates the discontinuity within this more
restricted sample, again plotting the fraction of students retained by third grade reading
test scores measured relative to the cutoff. Local regressions on either side of the cutoff
suggest an approximately linear relationship between test scores and retention probabilities
in the cutoff region. However, the slope of this relationship clearly differs for students below
and above the cutoff. We make use of this observation below when specifying the functional
relationship between the forcing variable (reading test scores) and the retention indicator
11Cohort-specific graphs are available from the authors upon request.
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in our empirical model.
A common concern with regression discontinuity analyses is the possibility of precise
manipulation of the forcing variable around the cutoff (c.f., Urquiola and Verhoogen, 2009).
In this setting, for example, one might worry that teachers were able to manipulate stu-
dents’ reading scores to push them just above the promotion cutoff. The fact that the
FCAT reading test is scored objectively without teacher input makes this possibility un-
likely, however, and Figure A-2 in the Supplementary Appendix confirms that the overall
distribution of reading test scores shows no evidence of a heaping of observations around
the cutoff.
The regression discontinuity identification strategy also assumes that there are no dis-
continuities in other characteristics associated with student outcomes at the cutoff. Figure
A-3 in the Supplementary Appendix addresses this issue by plotting the mean value of
the observable student characteristics available in our data against third grade reading
test scores. In addition to examining each characteristic individually, we also use a probit
model to generate a predicted retention probability for each student based on all available
background characteristics (except reading scores). The figure confirms the absence of
discontinuities in observed student characteristics at the test-score cutoff used to inform
retention decisions.
Finally, we confirm that attrition from the Florida database in subsequent years also
does not vary discontinuously at the promotion cutoff. Even in the absence of sorting
around the cutoff based on prior characteristics, differential attrition could occur if, for
example, being retained in third grade made students more likely to leave the Florida
public schools. Figure A-4 in the online appendix therefore plots attrition rates against
third grade reading scores around the cutoff.12 Attrition rates increase as expected with
the number of years since potential third grade retention, but they appear to be unrelated
to third grade reading scores and there is no evidence of a discontinuity at the promotion
cutoff.13
12To enhance legibility, the figure plots attrition rates after two, four, and six years only; the patterns
after three and five years are similar. Because we identify students as having been promoted or retained
in third grade based on the grade in which they are observed the following year, attrition rates one year
after potential retention are zero by construction. We can, however, examine the rate of attrition among
all students tested in third grade regardless of whether we observe them in Florida public schools the
following year. Table A-1 in the Supplementary Appendix confirms that attrition rates after one year and
subsequently do not vary discontinuously around the promotion cutoff.
13In addition to the graphical analyses in figures A-3 and A-4, we used each student characteristic and
attrition in each year after potential third grade retention as the outcome variable in regressions with the
same specification and bandwidth as our preferred regression discontinuity model. The results (available
upon request) confirm the absence of any statistically significant breaks in the relationship between reading
13
3.2 Estimation
Because only a subset of students scoring below the cutoff in reading test scores were ac-
tually retained, our empirical analysis takes the form of a fuzzy regression discontinuity
design that can be implemented via instrumental variables (IV) estimation. In our pre-
ferred specification we estimate the causal effect of test-based retention on future student
outcomes in a two-stage least squares model. The first stage is given by the following
equation:
retained = γ1below + γ2forcevar + γ3below × forcevar + ΓX + , (1)
where retained indicates retention in grade 3, below indicates that the student scored below
the promotion cutoff on the grade 3 reading test, forcevar measures student achievement
on the grade 3 reading test (centered around the cutoff score), X is a vector of student
demographic characteristics including the student’s math achievement in grade 3, and  is
a standard zero-mean error term. Note that, based on the graphical evidence in Figure
2, we model the relationship between reading scores and the retention indicator as linear
with a break in the trend at the cutoff.
The corresponding second stage of our 2SLS model is given by:
y = δ1retained+ δ2forcevar + δ3below × forcevar + ΛX + η, (2)
where y denotes the student outcome of interest.14 We achieve identification of δ1 by
instrumenting for grade retention in grade 3 (retained) with the indicator for being below
the cutoff for promotion to grade 4 (below). As noted above, we estimate the 2SLS model
for the sample of students within ten test score points on either side of this cutoff. We
select this bandwidth based on the optimal bandwidth algorithm developed by Imbens
and Kalyanaraman (2012) and demonstrate the robustness of our results to alternative
bandwidths in Section 5.
Throughout the empirical analysis, we estimate and report two-way clustered standard
errors clustered at the level of the grade 3 school and the level of the forcing variable for
all regressions discontinuity designs. Using robust standard errors or clustering standard
scores and these outcomes at the promotion cutoff.
14Equations 1 and 2 represent our preferred specification, but some other choices would be equally
justifiable. Fortunately, our results are extremely robust to minor specification changes. In particular,
allowing the first stage effect to be different for students with special education or LEP status in grade 3
produces very similar results. Results available upon request.
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errors at the level of each unique value of the forcing variable as suggested by Lee and
Card (2008) produces quite similar standard errors and does not affect the interpretation
of our results.
4 Results
Table 3 reports results from estimating the first-stage model in Equation (1) for each
cohort of students separately and for the pooled sample. For purposes of comparison, we
also present results for the two cohorts of students in our data that were not impacted
by the policy. Note that all estimations are based on our preferred discontinuity sample
within a 10 test-score-point bandwidth around the cutoff. Despite this narrow bandwidth,
we still have between 9,981 and 15,687 students in each post-2002 cohort and a total of
nearly 75,000 students in the pooled sample.
The first row of Table 3 presents estimates of the jump in the probability of retention
at the promotion cutoff. Consistent with panel B of Figure 2, the first two columns confirm
that there was essentially no such jump in the two years immediately preceding the policy’s
introduction.15 In contrast, each of the cohort-specific estimates for students impacted by
the policy is positive and highly statistically significant, with F-statistics on the excluded
instruments exceeding 100. Point estimates of the jump in retention probabilities at the
cutoff range from 0.20 to 0.37, with the largest estimate observed for the initial 2003
cohort and the two smallest estimates observed for the 2007 and 2008 cohorts. This
pattern suggests that educators over this period made increasing use of the good cause
exemptions within the policy allowing students performing below the promotion cutoff to
avoid retention. The overall first stage effect for the pooled sample nonetheless indicates
an increase of 0.28 in the probability of retention for typical students scoring immediately
below the cutoff, relative to students scoring one point higher.
4.1 The Effect of Test-Based Retention on Student Achievement
We begin our discussion of the effects of grade retention on student outcomes with graphical
evidence on the reduced form relationship between students’ third grade reading test scores
and their future achievement. Figure 3 is based on a same-age comparison and uses local
linear regressions estimated separately on each side of the promotion cutoff to depict the
15Although the results for the 2002 cohort show a statistically significant increase in the probability of
retention for students scoring below the cutoff, the cohort-specific estimates while the policy was in place
are all more than ten times as large.
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relationship between students’ third grade reading test scores and their reading and math
achievement up to six years after potential third grade retention.16 In both subjects, we
observe students scoring below the promotion cutoff performing at higher levels in the first
three years after potential third grade retention. However, these differences dissipate in
later years and, in some cases, turn slightly negative.
Table 4 presents estimates of the effects of test-based retention in third grade on reading
and math achievement over time. All estimates are based on our preferred IV model with
covariates and are local to students retained as a result of failing to meet the promotion
standard.17 Column (1) reports results from same-grade comparisons, while columns (2)
and (3) report the effects of third grade retention on achievement when retained and
promoted students are tested at the same age.
Estimates based on same-grade comparisons indicate large positive effects of test-based
retention on reading and math achievement that diminimish over time but remain sub-
stantial for as long as we are able to observe (i.e., through grade eight in math and grade
ten in reading). Specifically, retained students scored 73 (61) percent of a standard devi-
ation higher than their promoted peers in reading (math) when both groups of students
were first tested in grade four.18 By the time students first reached grade eight, retained
students scored 19 (13) percent of a standard deviation higher in reading (math). In grade
ten, retained students continued to outperform their promoted peers by 22 percent of a
standard deviation in reading when both were given the new FCAT 2.0 assessment.19 As
discussed in Section 2.3, these estimates capture the effects of being a year older and having
16In addition to previewing our findings, Figure 3, confirms that the reduced form relationship between
third grade test scores and future student achievement is approximately linear around the promotion cutoff.
Figure A-5 in the Supplementary Appendix similarly suggests a linear relationship between third grade
test scores and both high school graduation and college enrollment. Along with the graphical evidence
presented on the first stage relationship in Figure 2, these figures support the choice of equations 1 and 2
as our preferred specification for modeling retention effects.
17Tables A-2 to A-4 in the Supplementary Appendix additionally report OLS estimates from Equation
(2) with and without covariates, as well as IV estimates without covariates. As expected, the inclusion of
covariates does not notably influence the IV point estimates (although it modestly improves their precision)
but substantially alters the OLS results. Relative to our preferred IV estimates, OLS estimates of the effects
of third grade retention are always lower. In reading after one year, for example, the difference between the
OLS and IV point estimates is more than one third of a standard deviation. This confirms the extent to
which OLS estimates fail to control adequately for unobserved confounding factors and, thus, understate
any benefits (and exaggerate any harms) of grade retention.
18We express the size of effects on achievement through grade 8 relative to the statewide standard
deviation in third grade DSS scores, which are 370 in reading and 306 in math.
19We obtained FCAT 2.0 results only for students in our sample, not for all students taking the FCAT
2.0 in a given year. We therefore express the size of effects on reading achievement as measured in the
FCAT 2.0 based on the statewide standard deviation of 21 for grade 10 students reported in Foorman
et al. (2013) based on data for 2011 and 2012.
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received an additional year of schooling along with the isolated effect of retention; they also
incorporate any differential fade out of interventions students experienced prior to grade
3. Even so, they may be of interest to policymakers seeking evidence on how test-based
promotion policies affect the performance of retained students measured relative to other
students in the same grade.
Consistent with Figure 3, the same-age IV estimates in column 2 of Table 4 indicate
that test-based retention improves students’ reading and math achievement dramatically
in the short run. Reading achievement improves by 23 percent of a standard deviation
after one year and by as much as 49 percent of a standard deviation after two years. The
estimated impact of retention on math achievement is 30 percent of a standard deviation
after one year and grows to 36 percent of a standard deviation after three years. On
average over the first three years after being held back, retained students outperform their
promoted peers by 31 percent of a standard deviation in reading and by 23 percent of a
standard deviation in math.
As with the same-grade comparisons, however, these initial benefits fade out in subse-
quent years. The effect of test-based retention on reading achievement remains statistically
significant after six years, but is reduced to 11 percent of a standard deviation, and dis-
sipates entirely after seven years. In the case of math achievement, the estimated effects
become slightly negative in years four and five but are statistically insignificant after six
years.20
One unusual aspect of the results in column (2) of Table 4 is the non-monotonic rela-
tionship between the size of the estimated impacts of retention and the time elapsed since
the student was retained. The estimated impact is largest after two years in the case of
reading achievement and after three years in math. Given the overall pattern of fade out
and the fact that remedial services were required only in the year the student was retained,
one would expect the impact of retention to be largest at the end of that year. This pattern
likely stems in part from the grade-to-grade variation in the average achievement gains of
Florida public school students as measured by DSS scores. For example, Figure 1 shows
that Florida students experience particularly large gains in DSS reading achievement in
fourth grade, which promoted students enter immediately and (most) retained students
enter one year later. This difference in timing could explain the unexpected growth from
20Tables A-5 and A-6 in the Supplementary Appendix present the same year-by-year results separately
for each cohort and confirm that this apparent fade out in the effects of third grade retention over time
does not simply reflect smaller impacts of retention on the earliest cohorts, whose outcomes we are able
to observe for more years.
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year one to year two in the estimated impact of retention on DSS reading achievement.
The alternative scaling of the DSS scores discussed in section 2.3 eliminates variation in
average achievement gains across grades and thereby allows us to approximate the true
rate of fade out over time.
Column (3) of Table 4 presents IV estimates of Equation (2) based on these rescaled
DSS scores. In both reading and math, the magnitude of the estimated impacts now
decreases monotonically with distance from treatment. In reading, the impacts based
on the rescaled DSS scores are as large as 58 percent of a standard deviation after one
year but fade to 11 percent of a standard deviation by year four and are statistically
insignificant thereafter. In math, the impacts start at 42 percent of a standard deviation
but are statistically insignificant by year four and become modestly negative after five
years. Qualitatively, however, the results concerning achievement impacts of third grade
retention do not depend on the test scaling. Both sets of same-age comparisons show large
positive initial impacts of retention that fade out gradually over time.
Overall, our analysis of student achievement suggests that test-based retention in third
grade has substantial positive effects on achievement in the short-run but that these effects
fade out completely over time. Retained students continue to perform better than their
promoted peers in reading when they are tested in the same grade through at least grade
10, but this is likely due to the effects of age and schooling and cannot necessarily be
interpreted as a long-run effect of grade retention.
4.2 The Effect of Test-Based Retention on Grade Progression
We next present estimates of the effect of test-based retention in third grade on students’
subsequent grade progression through grade 8.21 Grade progression is an important out-
come to consider for at least two reasons. First, the effects of retention on outcomes such
as student achievement and attainment could vary according to the grade level at which
the student is retained. If retention in early grades is more beneficial to students than later
retention, test-based promotion policies targeting early grades could benefit students who
would eventually be retained by ensuring that they are retained at a younger age. Second,
if low-achieving students who narrowly avoid retention in third grade are more likely to
be retained in subsequent grades, this could explain some or all of the fade out of the test
score effects we have documented for students retained in third grade.
21We also examined the impact of test-based retention on student absences and special education place-
ment and confirmed that it had no impact on these outcomes (results available upon request.)
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Table 5 reports estimates of the effect of test-based retention on future retention prob-
abilities and subsequent grade progression based on the regression discontinuity sample
within 10 points of the promotion cutoff.22 We limit this analysis to upper elementary
and middle school grades because the nature of grade retention changes in high school,
when students are typically asked to repeat specific courses they have failed rather than
an entire grade. The estimates in column (1) show that third grade retention reduces the
probability that the student will be in the process of repeating a grade two years later by
11 percentage points. The effect is smaller in subsequent years, but remains statistically
significant and ranges from 2 to 4 percentage points in magnitude in years three to five.
The estimates in column (2) of Table 5 use grade level as the outcome variable in Equa-
tion (2), thereby providing direct evidence on the differences in the grade progression of
retained and promoted students. These estimates show that five years after being retained
in third grade, students retained under Florida’s test-based promotion policy are only 0.73
grade levels behind comparable peers who were promoted.
Table 5 confirms that test-based retention substantially reduced the probability that
Florida students at the promotion cutoff would be retained in future grades. Could these
differences in subsequent grade progression explain the fade out of test score impacts for
students retained in third grade? To evaluate this possibility, we assume that (1) the effects
of retention on student achievement after one year are in fact fully persistent and (2) that
students retained in subsequent grades experience the same short-term benefits, regardless
of the grade in which they were retained. We then ask how much of the observed fade out
in test score impacts from year one to year two would be explained by the additional gains
made by students retained in year two. The results suggest that differences in subsequent
retention could account for no more than 38 percent of the observed fade out in reading
effects after two years and 25 percent of the fade out in math effects.23 Additional analyses
also confirm that the test score impacts in both subjects fade out even when students who
were subsequently retained are excluded from the sample.
22Table A-7 in the Supplementary Appendix provides estimates of the impact of third grade retention
on subsequent grade progression by cohort.
23For example, the simple calculation in terms of reading is as follows: Observed fade out in reading
effects between year one and two is given by 214.9 - 152 = 62.9 DSS points (see column 3 of Table 4). Fade
out resulting from a 11 percentage point reduction in the probability of being retained after two years (see
column 1 of Table 5) is given by 0.11* 214.9 = 23.64 DSS points. Thus, roughly 38 percent of the fade
out in reading effects after two years could be explained by effects on future grade retention.
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4.3 The Effect of Test-Based Retention on High School Gradu-
ation
In addition to studying students’ subsequent grade progression, we also estimate the effect
of test-based retention on the probability of graduating from a Florida public high school
for students in the 2003 and 2004 cohorts, the first two cohorts subjected to the state’s test-
based promotion policy.24 Assuming typical grade progression, students in the 2003 (2004)
cohort who were retained in third grade would be expected to graduate from high school
at the end of the 2012-13 (2013-14) school year, one year after their promoted peers. As
in the case of other outcomes, we focus our analysis on the regression discontinuity sample
within 10 points of the promotion cutoff.
Figure 4 tracks school enrollment, average grade levels, and graduation outcomes for
students just above and below the promotion cutoff from the 2002-03 school year through
2013-14 separately for the 2003 and 2004 cohorts. Students above and below the cutoff
from the 2003 cohort remained enrolled in Florida public schools at very similar rates
through the 2011-12 school year, when roughly 52 percent of students above the cutoff
graduated. Among students below the cutoff, roughly half of whom were retained in third
grade, only 32 percent graduated in 2011-12. In 2012-13, however, 25 percent of students
below the cutoff graduated, as compared with just 10 percent of students above the cutoff.
In 2013-14, an additional 3 percent of students below the cutoff and 2 percent of students
above the cutoff graduated. The total share of the 2003 cohort graduating by 2013-14
was 65 percent and 61 percent, respectively, for students above and below the cutoff. The
patterns of enrollment, grade progression, and graduation among students above and below
the promotion cutoff are similar for the 2004 cohort, who we can follow for one less year.
Table 6 presents estimates of the effect of test-based retention in third grade on the
probability that students entered and graduated from a public high school in Florida by the
2013-14 school year, as well as on the school year in which graduating students received
their diploma. Column (1) indicates that the marginal students retained as a result of
missing the promotion standard in third grade were no less likely to enter a public high
school in Florida, while column (2) shows that third grade retention had no causal effect
on high school graduation for these students as of the end of the 2013-14 school year.25
24Tables A-5, A-6, and A-7 in the Supplementary Appendix indicate that the effects of retention on
student achievement and future grade retention for the 2003 and 2004 cohorts were broadly similar to
those for the pooled sample.
25Note that 5 percent of the students in the 2003 cohort and 24 percent of the students in the 2004 cohort
remained enrolled in 2013-14 but did not successfully graduate; some of these students can be expected
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The specification reported in column (2) classifies students as high school graduates if
they received any type of diploma. Columns (3)-(5) show that, conditional on graduating,
third grade retention also did not affect the probability that students received a regular
diploma, a certificate of completion, or a GED. Finally, column (6) shows that, conditional
on graduating from high school, being retained in third grade delayed the timing of high
school graduation by only 0.63 school years. The fact that this number is less than one
is consistent with our previous findings that third grade retention reduced the probability
of retention in future grades. Overall, we interpret the results in Table 7 as evidence that
third grade retention did not significantly affect students’ high school graduation rates or
the type of credential they received and delayed the progress of graduating students by
substantially less than a full year.
Even without influencing high school graduation outcomes, test-based retention could
affect the number of grades (and therefore core academic courses) students complete prior
to leaving school. This could occur in part due to them having completed fewer grades
at the time they first exceed Florida’s compulsory schooling age of 16. We therefore also
estimated the effect of test-based retention on the highest grade students completed, their
age when they left Florida public schools, and the probability that they completed the
highest grade at age 16, 17, and 18 (or older). We conducted these analyses separately for
the 2003 cohort and for the 2003 and 2004 cohorts combined. The results, which we present
in Table 7, show no statistically significant effect of retention on the highest grade students
in these cohorts completed. While the point estimate is negative, the standard error is small
enough for us to rule out negative effects as small as one third of a grade. Consistent with
this, we find that retention increased the age at which students completed their highest
grade by 0.54 years. Retention led students to be 1.5 percentage points less likely to leave
at age 16, 2.7 percentage points less likely to leave at age 17, and 3.6 percentage points
more likely to leave at age 18 or older. In sum, we find no statistically significant evidence
that test-based retention reduced the number of grades students successfully completed
prior to leaving school. Rather, the marginal students retained appear to have responded
to being older when they reached a given grade level by staying enrolled longer.
to graduate in subsequent years. However, estimates based on the 2003 cohort alone, 95 percent of whom
had left school before the 2013-14 school year, also do not suggest a significant effect of retention on high
school graduation (results available upon request).
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4.4 The Effect of Test-Based Retention on High School GPA and
Course-taking
While test-based retention in third grade did not impact high school graduation rates
among the first two cohorts of students affected by the policy, the results in section 4.1
demonstrate that retention caused students to enter high school performing at higher levels
in reading and math than their same-grade peers. In reading, this advantage with respect to
test score performance persisted through at least grade ten. These differences in academic
preparation may have translated into differences in course-taking patterns and performance
in high school.
Table 8 therefore presents estimates of the effect of test-based retention on a series
of outcomes generated using students’ high school transcripts, which are available for the
same two cohorts for which we examined graduation outcomes. In particular, we study
student GPAs; the number of courses students took offering remedial instruction in English
language arts, reading, and math; and the number of courses students took that meet an
admissions requirement for Florida universities (which we refer to as college prep).26 The
descriptive statistics for these outcomes reported in Table 2 indicate that students in these
cohorts on average earned a 2.77 GPA and took 2.55 remedial and 5.74 college prep courses
while enrolled in high school.
Column (1) of Table 8 shows that test-based retention in third grade increased students’
GPAs by 0.067 grade points, or 12 percent of a standard deviation. Column (2) shows that
retention also led students to take 1.61 fewer remedial courses overall, a sizable reduction
relative to the average of 5.35 among students who scored below the cutoff but were not
retained in third grade (see Table 2). Columns (3)-(5) reveal that this overall effect was
driven primarily by a reduction of 1.26 remedial courses in reading, but that retention also
led students to take 0.35 fewer remedial courses in math. Finally, column (6) shows that
retention had no clear effect on the number of college prep courses students took. Overall,
the results in Table 8 suggest that students who were retained in grade three performed
modestly better in high school and required less reading and math remediation than would
have been the case had they been promoted, but that they did not take more courses
aligned to college admissions requirements.
26We calculate student GPAs by multiplying the numerical equivalent of the letter grade earned (i.e., A
= 4, B = 3, etc.) in each course by the number of credits the course was worth, taking the sum across all
of a given students courses, and dividing the sum by the total number of credits the student attempted.
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4.5 The Effect of Test-Based Retention on College Enrollment
Table 9 presents estimates based on the 2003 cohort of the effects of test-based retention in
third grade on a series of outcomes related to students’ post-secondary enrollment patterns
as of the 2013-14 school year. The outcome in column (1) is a binary indicator of enrollment
in any post-secondary education institution in the state of Florida, while columns (2)
and (3) respectively consider enrollment in four-year colleges and two-year community
colleges in the state. The outcome in column (4) is again enrollment in any post-secondary
education institution, but in this case the model is restricted to students who had graduated
from a public high school in Florida.
The results show no significant relationship between third grade retention and the like-
lihood that a student enrolls in post-secondary education in Florida. That holds whether
we look at attendance at any post-secondary institution or if we look separately at atten-
dance at four-year or two-year schools. We also find no significant effect for the sub-sample
of successful high school graduates in the 2003 cohort. The estimated coefficients in the
three models based on the full sample are all very close to zero. The point estimate for
the model based on the restricted sample is larger and positive, but also more imprecisely
estimated.
These results suggest that retention under Florida’s test-based promotion policy may
not have influenced college enrollment patterns but need to be interpreted cautiously. The
analysis is based on only the first cohort of students impacted by the policy, it would not
capture the post-secondary enrollment of any students in that cohort who were retained
under the policy and subsequently took longer than the expected number of years to
graduate from high school, and it would not capture any enrollment in colleges outside of
Florida. It is possible that some students retained under the policy will enroll in college
later or in another state. That said, the results are consistent with the evidence in Table
8 suggesting that third grade retention helped students avoid the need for remediation in
high school but did not lead them to take more courses aligned with college admissions
requirements.
4.6 Sensitivity Analyses
The empirical results presented above are robust to a wide variety of alternative specifica-
tion choices and validity checks. For example, Figure A-6 in the Supplementary Appendix
confirms that our estimation results are stable across alternatives to the ten test-score-
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point bandwidth ranging from five to 25 points on either side of the cutoff.27 Table A-8
further shows that results are not influenced by the exclusion of students at or within one
test score point of the promotion cutoff, are essentially unchanged when we use school fixed
effects to restrict comparisons to students attending the same school in third grade, and
are robust to the use of quadratic terms in modeling the relationship between third grade
reading scores and the probability of retention on either side of the cutoff.
One potential concern with interpreting our results as the causal effect of test-based
retention is the possibility of labeling effects (Papay et al., 2016). Students scoring below
the cutoff are labeled as level 1 readers, while students above the cutoff are labeled as
level 2 readers. Although there are no explicit consequences apart from the promotion
decision of being a level 1 rather than a level 2 reader, these labels could alter the behavior
of students, teachers, and parents in ways that affect students’ subsequent achievement.
To test whether labeling effects bias our estimates of test-based retention, we conduct a
placebo test using the two cohorts of students in our data that entered third grade before
2003 and therefore were unaffected by the promotion policy. The results in Table A-9
confirm that being labeled a level 1 reader had no effect on future achievement for these
students. Labeling effects are thus unlikely to confound our estimates of retention effects.
The analyses described so far focus on the local average treatment effect of test-based
retention for all students performing at the promotion cutoff. This approach could conceal
qualitative differences in effects across subgroups. For example, our results might be driven
by large positive effects for specific subgroups, while grade retention is in fact detrimental
for other students. In Tables A-10 and A-11 we address this concern by replicating our
main analyses for subgroups defined based on their own characteristics or those of the
schools they attended in third grade.
The results of these analyses provide little evidence of qualitative differences across
student subgroups defined based on gender, ethnicity, or free/reduced-price lunch eligibility.
Exploiting wide variation in the math achievement of Florida students who are retained
on the basis of their reading test scores, we also document that the short-term benefits
of test-based retention in both subjects are not limited to students achieving at a specific
level.28
Similarly, we find little evidence of qualitative differences in the effects of test-based
27These alternatives more than encompass the informal sensitivity test suggested by Nichols (2007) of
using twice and half the preferred bandwidth.
28Among students in our preferred bandwidth, 20,537 (27 percent) were classified as performing at level
one (of five) based on the third grade math test, 26,357 (35 percent) performed at level two, and 29,253
(29 percent) performed at level three or higher.
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retention across elementary schools categorized based on pupil/teacher ratio, expenditure
per student, average teacher experience, and average teacher salary. There is some evi-
dence, however, that the positive effects of test-based retention are more pronounced in
schools with below-median retention rates. This could indicate that retained students re-
ceive more attention when there are fewer of them, potentially reinforcing any beneficial
impact of test-based retention.
4.7 Potential Mechanisms
As discussed above, Florida requires that students retained under its test-based promotion
policy receive remedial services intended to help them acquire the reading skills needed to
be promoted the following year. These include the opportunity to attend a summer reading
program prior to the next school year, assignment to a “high-performing” teacher, and
intensive reading interventions during the retention year. Any of these program components
could in theory account for part or all of the short-term academic gains we have documented
for retained students.
Unfortunately, a lack of detailed information on the implementation and take-up of
the policy’s summer programming component makes it impossible to disentangle its sepa-
rate effect. We note, however, that Matsudaira’s (2008) regression discontinuity study of
mandatory summer school for low-achieving grade 3-5 students in a large urban district
finds average effects of 0.12 standard deviations in both reading and math. Jacob and Lef-
gren (2004) find that attending summer school after third grade improved the achievement
of retained students in Chicago by 0.05 standard deviations in reading and 0.07 standard
deviations in math after two years. Even if summer school attendance among students
retained under Florida’s policy were quite high, it is therefore unlikely that it accounts for
more than a fraction of the short-term academic gains we observe for retained students.
We do have information on the teachers to which roughly 60 percent of the retained
students were assigned in both their initial and repeated third grade year. Because the
evaluation systems Florida school districts used during this period rated very few teachers
as ineffective, the requirement that retained students be assigned to a high-performing
teacher did not meaningfully constrain classroom placements. Even so, our data indicate
that 94 percent of retained students were assigned to a different teacher during their reten-
tion year. Average class sizes for retained students also fell by almost two students, from
19.6 to 17.7, between their first and second years in the third grade.
In Table 10, we therefore use our regression discontinuity approach (same-grade com-
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parison) to estimate the effect of being retained on two characteristics of the teachers to
which students are assigned, as well as on their class size, in grades 3-5. The first row
of Table 10 confirms that students retained in third grade are assigned to smaller classes
compared to those non-retained students had experienced in third grade. Moreover, they
are roughly 8 percentage points less likely to be assigned to a teacher with less than 2
years of experience. However, in grades 4 and 5 (rows 2 and 3) we no longer observe any
significant differences with respect to class size or teacher experience. Nor do we find any
evidence for systematic differences in grades 4 and 5 with respect to teacher quality as
measured by value-added to student achievement.29
In sum, this evidence suggests that Florida schools did take steps to ensure that students
were placed with different and possibly more effective teachers when repeating the third
grade, but that any effects on teacher assignments were limited to that year. The lack
of prior test scores for third grade students prevents us from constructing value-added
estimates that would allow us to examine the effectiveness of third grade teachers directly.
However, a recent review by Hanushek and Rivkin (2010) indicates that the within-school
standard deviation of teacher value added to reading (math) test scores is, on average,
0.13 (0.17) standard deviations. Feasible improvements in teacher effectiveness during
the retention year could therefore explain some of the short-term gains made by students
retained under the Florida policy, but are unlikely in our view to be the only mechanism.
Rather, it appears that the majority of the gains are attributable to the combination of
a pure retention effect and whatever supplemental interventions students received during
the retention year.
5 Conclusion
Our analysis exploits a discontinuity in the probability of grade retention under Florida’s
test-based promotion policy to study the policy’s long-run effects on students retained in
the third grade. Based on same-age comparisons, we find evidence of substantial short-
29We construct a single value-added measure for each math and reading teacher who could be linked
to students in grades 4-5 that combines value-added estimates from all available years, grades, tests, and
subjects. During our analysis period, Florida administered both the Florida Comprehensive Achievement
Test and the Stanford Achievement Test in math and reading in these grades. In a given year, a teacher
in a self-contained elementary classroom therefore has up to four separate value-added estimates. The
methods used to construct these value-added estimates and average them across subjects, tests, and years
are described in detail in Chingos and West (2012). We follow their procedures exactly, except that we
exclude estimates based on the year for which the teacher assignment is the outcome when calculating
teachers’ average effectiveness.
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term gains in both math and reading achievement. However, these positive effects fade
out over time and become statistically insignificant within five years. We also find that
test-based retention (and remediation) in third grade substantially reduces the probability
of being retained in later grades and has no impact on the probability of graduating from
high school.
In sum, our analysis provides more favorable evidence on the effects of early grade
retention than found in many previous studies—in particular those that do not rely on
credible quasi-experimental methods to address unobserved selection into the retention
treatment. We show that test-based retention has substantial positive effects on reading
and math achievement in the short run, has no detrimental effects on the limited set of
outcomes we can measure, and leads students to perform at higher levels against grade-level
expectations and need less remediation while in high school. To the extent that early grade
retention is more beneficial than later grade retention (as suggested by the results of Jacob
and Lefgren, 2004, 2009), students who were retained in third grade and would have been
retained later clearly benefited from the introduction of the Florida policy. However, we
also do not provide definitive evidence that test-based retention in early grades is beneficial
for students in the long run, even when it is accompanied by the requirement that students
receive additional services.
The fade out of test score impacts is a common pattern in the literature on educational
interventions, including those which have been shown to generate lasting impacts on adult
outcomes. For example, Chetty et al. (2011) show that kindergarten classroom quality
improves college enrollment and adult earnings despite the complete fade out of short-
term test score gains. The same appears to be true of early childhood interventions such as
the Perry and Abecederian preschool demonstration projects and the Head Start program
(see Almond and Currie [2011] for a review). Whether students retained under Florida’s
test-based promotion policy will also experience benefits as adults remains uncertain. Test-
based retention led students to perform better academically when in high school, but this
advantage did not translate into improved graduation rates for the first two cohorts of
students affected by the policy. An analysis of the effects of test-based retention on post-
secondary attainment and labor market outcomes should be feasible in Florida within a
few years.
The Florida policy we have analyzed in this paper has emerged as a model for pol-
icymakers in other states. Arizona, Indiana, Oklahoma, and Ohio enacted test-based
promotion policies modeled on Florida’s between 2010 and 2012, and similar bills have
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been introduced in the legislatures of several other states. In light of this interest, we
should emphasize that their consequences for retained students are only one component
of a comprehensive analysis of these policies’ merits. Test-based promotion policies also
aim to provide incentives for educators and parents to improve the skills of low-performing
students prior to third grade. There are also a variety of other potential mechanisms,
such as the creation of grade cohorts that are more homogenous with respect to student
achievement, that could influence outcomes for higher-performing students. The broader
consequences of policies influencing retention rates have received little attention from re-
searchers and deserve further scrutiny.
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Figure 1: Average Developmental Scale Scores by Subject and Grade
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Note: Based on all students in grades 3 to 10 between 2002 and 2009. Rescaled scores stem from predicted
values of a linear regression of developmental scale scores on grade levels.
Figure 2: The Relationship between Grade 3 Reading Scores and
the Probability of Grade 3 Retention
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Note: Panel A based on 2001-2002 cohorts; panel B based on 2003-2008 cohorts. Full sample. Solid line
represents predicted values from local linear regressions on both sides of the cutoff. Marker size represents
relative group size.
Figure 3: The Relationship between Reading Scores in Grade 3 and
Future Achievement around the Cutoff
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Note: Based on 2003-2008 cohorts. Discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth. Lines represent
predicted values from local linear regressions on both sides of the cutoff.
Figure 4: School History of the 2003 and 2004 Cohorts
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Note: Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth for the 2003 and 2004 cohorts. Figure
displays enrollment rates and annual high school graduation rates by school-year for students above and
below the grade 3 retention cutoff with respect to the group size in third grade. High school graduation is
defined as receiving a regular diploma, special diploma, certificate of completion, or GED. Marker labels
indicate average grade levels of students enrolled in each year.
Table 1: Summary Statistics: Grade 3 Characteristics
Grade 3 characteristic Total Below Below Above Above
cutoff cutoff cutoff cutoff
/retained /promoted /retained /promoted
DSS Math 1,413 998 1,084 1,128 1,488
(306 ) (266 ) (279 ) (225 ) (254 )
DSS Reading 1,373 770 807 1,196 1,488
(370 ) (242 ) (242 ) (135 ) (269 )
Female 0.49 0.42 0.42 0.46 0.51
Age 8.84 8.90 9.21 8.77 8.80
(0.60 ) (0.64 ) (0.74 ) (0.62 ) (0.57 )
White 0.48 0.26 0.29 0.50 0.51
Black 0.22 0.40 0.35 0.29 0.19
Hispanic 0.24 0.30 0.31 0.15 0.23
Asian 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Other 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04
Free or reduced lunch 0.52 0.79 0.76 0.65 0.47
Limited English proficiency 0.19 0.30 0.31 0.11 0.17
Special Education 0.16 0.30 0.43 0.15 0.11
Days absent 7.46 9.23 8.97 10.13 7.13
(7.48 ) (9.22 ) (8.75 ) (9.74 ) (7.09 )
Number of students 983,308 76,398 83,468 4,959 818,483
Note: Based on full sample for the 2003-2008 cohorts. Means (and standard deviations) for the grade 3
characteristics indicated in each row.
Table 2: Summary Statistics: High School and College Outcomes
Outcome Total Below Below Above Above
- [sample] cutoff cutoff cutoff cutoff
/retained /promoted /retained /promoted
Grade 9 FCAT2.0 Reading 241 220 218 229 245
- Cohorts: 2005-2007 (21 ) (17 ) (18 ) (16 ) (19 )
Grade 10 FCAT2.0 Reading 246 226 226 234 250
- Cohorts: 2004-2006 (20 ) (16 ) (17 ) (15 ) (18 )
Ever enter High School 0.86 0.83 0.85 0.79 0.87
- Cohorts: 2003-2004
Graduation 0.70 0.49 0.57 0.50 0.75
- Cohorts: 2003-2004
GPA 2.77 2.44 2.50 2.47 2.84
- Cohorts: 2003-2004 (0.58) (0.53) (0.53) (0.54) (0.57)
Remedial Courses 2.55 4.71 5.35 3.84 1.97
- Cohorts: 2003-2004 (3.64) (3.92) (4.56) (4.10) (3.22)
College Prep Courses 5.74 4.86 4.94 2.43 5.76
- Cohorts: 2003-2004 (9.43) (7.81) (8.46) (6.34) (9.73)
College Enrollment 0.39 0.21 0.24 0.20 0.44
- Cohort: 2003
Note: Based on full sample. Means (and standard deviations) for outcomes and cohorts indicated in each
row.
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Table 4: Effect of Retention in Grade 3 on Student Achievement
Same Grade Same Age
Comparison Comparison
Dependent Variable DSS/FCAT2.0 Dependent Variable DSS/FCAT2.0 rescaled DSS
measured in (1) measured after (2) (3)
Reading
Based on vertically scaled FCAT scores (SD= 370)
1 year (n = 74,443) 83.64*** 214.90***
grade 4 (n = 76,208) 269.07*** (8.67) (8.67)
(12.98) 2 years (n = 70,596) 182.23*** 152.03***
grade 5 (n = 59,562) 204.48*** (11.24) (11.28)
(9.58) 3 years (n = 57,122) 97.64*** 88.33***
grade 6 (n = 45,804) 159.08*** (11.20) (11.15)
(13.93) 4 years (n = 43,909) 37.55*** 40.56***
grade 7 (n = 35,051) 102.43*** (10.96) (10.97)
(16.43) 5 years (n = 34,311) 1.71 13.16
grade 8 (n = 23,253) 69.90*** (13.83) (13.95)
(9.67) 6 years (n = 22,999) 39.82*** 4.29
(14.38) (14.37)
Based on FCAT 2.0 scores (SD= 21)
grade 9 (n = 28,939) 7.48***
(.85) 7 years (n = 27,063) .29
grade 10 (n = 24,944) 4.79*** (.74)
(1.00)
Math
Based on vertically scaled FCAT scores (SD= 306)
1 year (n = 74,327) 92.51*** 129.97***
grade 4 (n = 76,091) 186.25*** (9.75) (9.75)
(8.56) 2 years (n = 70,596) 34.06*** 72.48***
grade 5 (n = 59,334) 133.21*** (4.34) (4.29)
(7.76) 3 years (n = 57,042) 110.10*** 58.62***
grade 6 (n = 45,760) 159.70*** (7.47) (7.42)
(13.89) 4 years (n = 43,884) –23.58** 5.78
grade 7 (n = 35,057) 105.17*** (9.83) (9.94)
(16.07) 5 years (n = 34,290) –22.69*** –16.99***
grade 8 (n = 23,230) 40.97*** (5.69) (5.79)
(8.22) 6 years (n = 22,977) –7.77 –32.60***
(7.21) (7.23)
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Note: IV estimates. Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth. Dependent variables are
unadjusted developmental scale scores in reading and math in columns (1) and (2) and rescaled develop-
mental scale scores in reading and math in column (3); reported standard deviations for developmental
scale scores (DSS) are for grade 3, while standard deviations for FCAT 2.0 scores are for grade 10 (see
Foorman et al. (2013)). All estimations control for a linear function in grade 3 reading scores that allows
for different trends on both sides of the cutoff and cohort dummies. The table displays IV estimates with
performance and demographic covariates of students. Performance and demographic covariates include
math scores in grade 3, gender, age, race, special education status in grade 3, LEP status in grade 3, and
free or reduced-price lunch status in grade 3. Standard errors clustered by third grade school and by third
grade reading score in parentheses.
Table 5: Effect of Retention in Grade 3 on Grade Progression
Dependent Variable Retention Probability Grade Level
(1) (2)
2 years (n = 72,644) –.11*** –.88***
(.01) (.01)
3 years (n = 70,811) –.03*** –.83***
(.01) (.01)
4 years (n = 69,237) –.04*** –.78***
(.00) (.01)
5 years (n = 67,933) –.02*** –.73***
(.01) (.01)
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Note: IV estimates. Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth. Dependent variable is a
dummy indicating grade retention in the top panel and the student’s grade level in the bottom panel.
All estimations control for a linear function in grade 3 reading scores that allows for different trends
on both sides of the cutoff and cohort dummies. The table displays IV estimates with performance and
demographic covariates of students. Performance and demographic covariates include math scores in grade
3, gender, age, race, special education status in grade 3, LEP status in grade 3, and free or reduced-price
lunch status in grade 3. Standard errors clustered by third grade school and by third grade reading score
in parentheses.
Table 6: The Effect of Retention in Grade 3 on High School Completion
Outcome High High High
school school school
entry graduation graduation
year
Type of diploma
Any Regular GED CoC
conditional on grad.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Retained –.006 –.003 .005 .006 .018 .628***
in grade 3 (.020) (.036) (.034) (.015) (.026) (.052)
Reading .001 .000 –.003*** –.001*** –.001** –.004*
(.001) (.002) (.001) (.000) (.001) (.002)
Reading –.000 .003 .004*** .002*** .002* .004**
× Below cutoff (.001) (.002) (.001) (.001) (.001) (.002)
Students 27,724 27,724 17,147 17,147 17,147 17,147
R2 .015 .056 .036 .031 .038 .561
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Note: IV estimates. Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth for the 2003 and 2004 cohorts.
Dependent variables: dummy indicating whether students enter grade 9 by 2013-14 in column (1); dummy
indicating whether students complete high school by 2013-14 in column (2); dummy indicating whether
students obtained a regular high school degree (column (3)), a GED (column (4)), or a certificate of
completion (column (5)) conditional on graduation by 2013-14; year of high school graduation conditional
on graduation in column (6). The table displays IV estimates with performance and demographic covariates
of students. Performance and demographic covariates include math scores in grade 3, gender, age, race,
special education status in grade 3, LEP status in grade 3, and free or reduced-price lunch status in grade
3. Standard errors clustered by third grade school and by third grade reading score in parentheses.
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Table 8: The Effect of Retention in Grade 3 on High School GPA and Course-taking
Outcome GPA Remedial College
All ELA Read Math Prep
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Retained 0.067* -1.610*** -0.001 -1.263*** -0.345*** 0.092
in grade 3 (0.036) (0.366) (0.078) (0.264) (0.099) (0.646)
Reading 0.001 -0.055*** -0.004 -0.045*** -0.005 0.051
(0.001) (0.016) (0.003) (0.013) (0.004) (.009)
Reading -0.001 0.022 0.004 0.021 -0.003 -0.065***
× Below cutoff (0.002) (0.020) (0.003) (0.013) (0.007) (0.023)
Students 23,642 23,816 23,816 23,816 23,816 23,816
R2 0.203 0.093 0.010 0.092 0.030 0.099
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Note: IV estimates. Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth for the 2003 and 2004 cohorts.
Dependent variables: students grade point average as of 2013-14 in column (1), the number of remedial
courses of any type, in ELA, Reading, and Math as of 2013-14 in columns (2)-(5), and the number of
courses taken classified as college preparatory as of 2013-14 in column (6). Standard errors clustered by
third grade school and by third grade reading score in parentheses.
Table 9: The Effect of Retention in Grade 3 on College Enrollment
Outcome College Enrollment
Any type Four-year Community Any type
university college (conditional on
high school
graduation)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Retained in grade 3 .004 .015 –.007 .031
(.036) (.030) (.013) (.055)
Reading .002 .002 .000 .003*
(.002) (.001) (.001) (.002)
Reading –.002 –.002 –.001 –.005
× Below cutoff (.002) (.002) (.001) (.003)
Students 15,687 15,687 15,687 9,816
R2 .068 .048 .030 .060
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Note: IV estimates. Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth for the 2003 cohort. Depen-
dent variables: dummy indicating whether students are enrolled in college in 2013-14. The table displays
IV estimates with performance and demographic covariates of students. Performance and demographic
covariates include math scores in grade 3, gender, age, race, special education status in grade 3, LEP
status in grade 3, and free or reduced-price lunch status in grade 3. Standard errors clustered by third
grade school and by third grade reading score in parentheses.
Table 10: Mechanisms: IV estimates of the Effect of Retention in Grade 3
on Teacher Assignment and Class Size in Elementary School Grades
Outcome Teacher quality estimates Teacher Teacher with Class size
based on based on experience ≤ 2 years
math scores reading scores (in years) of experience
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Grade 3 n.a. n.a. –.077 –.083** –1.558***
(.769) (.036) (.315)
Grade 4 –.023 –.009 .397 –.024 –.272
(.016) (.013) (.828) (.038) (.351)
Grade 5 .007 –.004 –1.192 .018 .005
(.018) (.013) (.952) (.040) (.392)
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Note: IV estimates. Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth. Dependent variable indicated
in first row. Grade 3 refers to the retention year for students retained in grade 3. All IV estimations control
for math scores, gender, age, race, free or reduced-price lunch status in grade 3. Standard errors clustered
by third grade school and by third grade reading score in parentheses.
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1. Evidence on the Validity of the Empirical Strategy
Figure A-1: The Relationship between Reading Scores and Grade Retention
around the Cutoff
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Note: Based on 2003-2008 cohorts. Discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth. Solid line represents
predicted values from local linear regressions on both sides of the cutoff. Marker size represents relative
group size.
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Figure A-2: Distribution of Reading Scores in Grade 3
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Note: Based on 2003-2008 cohorts. Full sample. Solid line represents kernel density estimates.
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Figure A-3: The Relationship between Reading Scores in Grade 3 and Student
Characteristics
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Note: Based on 2003-2008 cohorts. Discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth. Predicted retention
probability displays predicted values after estimating a probit model that includes all student background
variables except for reading scores as explanatory variables.
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Figure A-4: The Relationship between Reading Scores in Grade 3 and Subsequent
Attrition from the Data around the Cutoff
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Note: Based on cohorts 2003-2008. Discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth.
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Figure A-5: The Relationship between Grade 3 Reading Scores,
High School Graduation and College Enrollment
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Note: Panel A based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth for the 2003 and 2004 cohorts,
panel B based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth for the 2003 cohort. Figure displays high
school graduation rates and college enrollment rates by 3rd grade reading scores. Lines represent predicted
values from local linear regressions on both sides of the cutoff.
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Table A-1: Attrition Analysis: Reduced Form Estimates for 2003-2008 Cohorts
Outcome Attrition from Flordia Public School Records in
1 year 2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years 6 years
Below cutoff 0.007 0.004 0.001 0.002 0.009 –0.013
[0.004] [0.004] [0.005] [0.006] [0.007] [0.009]
Reading –0.001 –0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 –0.002*
[0.000] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001]
Reading × Below cutoff 0.000 –0.001 0.000 –0.001 0.000 0.001
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001]
Students 83,274 83,274 70,514 56,551 45,080 30,908
R2 0.004 0.005 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.010
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Note: Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth for the 2003-2008 cohorts. The table
displays reduced form estimates for cohorts of students affected by the policy. Dependent variable is
an indicator for missing test score information in a particular year. The top row indicates the distance
in years between the year the outcome is measured and the first time students attended third grade.
The table displays estimates with performance and demographic covariates of students. Performance and
demographic covariates include math scores in grade 3, gender, age, race, special education status in grade
3, LEP status in grade 3, and free or reduced-price lunch status in grade 3. Robust standard errors in
parentheses.
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2. Comparison with OLS and Models without Controls
Table A-2: Effect of Grade Retention on Student Achievement
[Same Grade Comparison]
Specification
OLS IV
Dependent Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)
Reading (SD= 370)
grade 4 (n = 76,208) 115.04*** 138.74*** 253.48*** 269.07***
(2.85) (2.69) (10.22) (12.98)
grade 5 (n = 59,562) 83.04*** 106.45*** 199.29*** 204.48***
(3.47) (3.30) (8.31) (9.58)
grade 6 (n = 45,804) 56.73*** 77.28*** 159.18*** 159.08***
(3.41) (2.97) (16.68) (13.93)
grade 7 (n = 35,051) 39.89*** 53.46*** 107.85*** 102.43***
(4.06) (4.19) (14.91) (16.43)
grade 8 (n = 23,253) 21.71*** 33.15*** 73.49*** 69.90***
(3.55) (3.45) (11.72) (9.67)
Math (SD= 306)
grade 4 (n = 76,091) 92.05*** 144.65*** 182.14*** 186.25***
(2.87) (1.60) (8.26) (8.56)
grade 5 (n = 59,334) 48.83*** 98.68*** 130.29*** 133.21***
(2.66) (1.92) (9.17) (7.76)
grade 6 (n = 45,760) 38.53*** 86.10*** 118.18*** 118.30***
(3.34) (2.27) (14.35) (12.04)
grade 7 (n = 35,057) 10.83*** 45.27*** 74.31*** 65.88***
(2.65) (1.81) (7.81) (8.01)
grade 8 (n = 23,230) 6.47*** 29.36*** 49.49*** 40.97***
(2.16) (1.60) (10.69) (8.22)
Performance and
demographic
covariates No Yes No Yes
Note: Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth. Dependent variables are unadjusted
developmental scale scores in reading and math. All estimations control for a linear function in grade 3
reading scores that allows for different trends on both sides of the cutoff and cohort dummies. Performance
and demographic covariates include math scores in grade 3, gender, age, race, special education status in
grade 3, LEP status in grade 3, and free or reduced-price lunch status in grade 3. Standard errors clustered
by third grade school and by third grade reading score in parentheses.
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Table A-3: Effect of Grade Retention on Student Achievement
[Same Age Comparison]
Specification
OLS IV
Dependent Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)
Reading (SD= 370)
1 year (n = 74,443) –60.69*** –41.20*** 81.67*** 83.64***
(3.54) (3.94) (8.67) (8.67)
2 years (n = 59,554) 58.15*** 76.40*** 173.57*** 174.14***
(3.25) (3.42) (7.76) (9.08)
3 years (n = 45,175) –4.59 14.06*** 90.53*** 91.52***
(3.69) (3.56) (13.45) (10.73)
4 years (n = 35,001) –53.22*** –35.89*** 40.02*** 40.96***
(3.12) (3.07) (13.65) (12.42)
5 years (n = 23,568) –70.52*** –55.31*** –10.39 –8.19
(4.71) (4.83) (15.10) (15.09)
6 years (n = 12,912) –30.21*** –14.74*** 15.68 14.87
(3.64) (3.35) (14.31) (13.55)
Math (SD= 306)
1 year (n = 74,327) –1.46 47.84*** 90.83*** 92.51***
(2.93) (2.29) (9.64) (9.75)
2 years (n = 59,354) –58.13*** –15.27*** 24.55*** 23.89***
(3.08) (2.14) (9.30) (7.07)
3 years (n = 45,093) 31.77*** 73.81*** 109.96*** 110.34***
(3.14) (2.30) (10.04) (7.21)
4 years (n = 34,987) –116.00*** –76.98*** –23.53** –25.61**
(4.05) (2.97) (11.92) (11.75)
5 years (n = 23,563) –77.69*** –48.61*** –25.33*** –25.53***
(2.33) (1.49) (9.46) (6.31)
6 years (n = 12,905) –57.20*** –31.37*** –3.50 –8.59
(3.45) (2.44) (6.94) (5.90)
Performance and
demographic
covariates No Yes No Yes
Note: Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth. Dependent variables are unadjusted deve-
lopmental scale scores in reading and math; reported standard deviations are for grade 3. All estimations
control for a linear function in grade 3 reading scores that allows for different trends on both sides of
the cutoff and cohort dummies. Performance and demographic covariates include math scores in grade 3,
gender, age, race, special education status in grade 3, LEP status in grade 3, and free or reduced-price
lunch status in grade 3. Standard errors clustered by third grade school and by third grade reading score
in parentheses.
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Table A-4: Effect of Grade Retention on Student Achievement (rescaled)
[Same Age Comparison]
Specification
OLS IV
Dependent Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)
Reading (SD= 370)
1 year (n = 74,443) 70.58*** 90.07*** 212.94*** 214.90***
(3.54) (3.94) (8.67) (8.67)
2 years (n = 59,554) 26.10*** 44.74*** 143.74*** 144.26***
(3.27) (3.47) (7.76) (9.09)
4 years (n = 35,001) –49.85*** –32.61*** 42.87*** 43.84***
(3.11) (3.05) (13.66) (12.46)
5 years (n = 23,568) –57.41*** –42.52*** .63 2.77
(4.72) (4.83) (15.27) (15.26)
6 years (n = 12,912) –73.64*** –56.91*** –21.07 –22.39*
(3.75) (3.48) (14.08) (13.44)
Math (SD= 306)
1 year (n = 74,327) 36.00*** 85.29*** 128.29*** 129.97***
(2.93) (2.29) (9.64) (9.75)
2 years (n = 59,354) –17.51*** 24.89*** 62.64*** 62.02***
(3.09) (2.15) (9.27) (7.04)
3 years (n = 45,093) –25.59*** 17.43*** 58.54*** 58.86***
(3.14) (2.31) (10.04) (7.03)
4 years (n = 34,987) –83.38*** –45.12*** 5.03 3.07
(4.03) (2.94) (11.91) (11.96)
5 years (n = 23,563) –71.11*** –42.28*** –19.64** –19.92***
(2.30) (1.45) (9.45) (6.34)
6 years (n = 12,905) –87.89*** –61.14*** –29.53*** –34.99***
(3.51) (2.48) (6.89) (5.78)
Performance and
demographic
covariates No Yes No Yes
Note: Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth. Dependent variables are rescaled develop-
mental scale scores in reading and math; reported standard deviations are for grade 3. All estimations
control for a linear function in grade 3 reading scores that allows for different trends on both sides of
the cutoff and cohort dummies. Performance and demographic covariates include math scores in grade 3,
gender, age, race, special education status in grade 3, LEP status in grade 3, and free or reduced-price
lunch status in grade 3. Standard errors clustered by third grade school and by third grade reading score
in parentheses.
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3. Cohort-specific Results
Table A-5: Achievement Results by Cohort: Same Age Comparison
Cohort 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Reading
Based on vertically scaled FCAT scores (SD= 370)
after 1 year 51.83*** 85.10*** 109.09*** 86.84*** 165.84*** 19.84
(8.05) (20.52) (24.66) (16.08) (49.79) (26.80)
after 2 years 215.22*** 158.93*** 116.72*** 158.17*** 199.17*** 237.95***
(15.61) (16.74) (18.74) (17.86) (48.39) (39.60)
after 3 years 76.72*** 146.91*** 71.81*** 84.06*** 132.95***
(11.47) (44.17) (26.35) (18.58) (48.79)
after 4 years 32.63* 47.96** 50.05** 26.00
(19.31) (22.93) (22.57) (26.13)
after 5 years –30.83* 33.26** 25.00*
(17.92) (16.36) (14.73)
after 6 years 14.87 84.91***
(13.55) (25.75)
Based on FCAT 2.0 scores (SD= 21)
after 7 years 3.33** –.89 –2.44
(1.36) (.89) (2.53)
Math
Based on vertically scaled FCAT scores (SD= 306)
after 1 year 63.99*** 114.86*** 83.23*** 105.68*** 123.01*** 85.95***
(10.27) (18.52) (13.49) (18.28) (29.50) (24.58)
after 2 years –4.46 20.51 15.04 43.73** 77.96*** 106.01***
(10.95) (13.08) (14.93) (17.97) (24.61) (22.34)
after 3 years 104.49*** 106.46*** 109.24*** 126.74*** 107.50***
(9.17) (16.25) (22.62) (20.45) (33.53)
after 4 years –41.08** –36.40*** 4.87 –17.13
(20.06) (11.88) (14.29) (12.62)
after 5 years –30.93*** –17.00** –15.38
(7.95) (8.65) (15.98)
after 6 years –8.59 –7.19
(5.90) (14.12)
Students 15,687 12,037 12,434 9,981 12,995 11,536
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Note: Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth. Dependent variables are unadjusted
developmental scale scores in reading and math. The table displays IV estimates with performance and
demographic covariates by cohort of students. Performance and demographic covariates include math
scores in grade 3, gender, age, race, special education status in grade 3, LEP status in grade 3, and free or
reduced-price lunch status in grade 3. A cohort is defined by the school year students attended third grade
for the first time. The last row indicates the number of students by cohort in the first stage regression for
outcomes after 1 year. Standard errors clustered by third grade school and by third grade reading score
in parentheses.
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Table A-6: Achievement Results by Cohort: Same Grade Comparison
Cohort 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Reading
Based on vertically scaled FCAT scores (SD= 370)
in grade 4 268.54*** 257.61*** 252.04*** 288.82*** 410.85*** 215.49***
(13.78) (22.49) (30.62) (25.74) (63.34) (46.66)
in grade 5 245.68*** 253.80*** 186.17*** 216.01*** 197.04***
(20.39) (33.04) (22.80) (21.84) (70.25)
in grade 6 146.56*** 226.56*** 193.64*** 193.31***
(15.97) (43.38) (25.57) (61.15)
in grade 7 120.11*** 121.47*** 119.21***
(31.06) (21.48) (33.90)
in grade 8 61.15*** 104.68***
(8.64) (27.51)
Based on FCAT 2.0 scores (SD= 21)
in grade 9 8.92*** 6.64*** 6.52**
(1.59) (1.20) (2.75)
in grade 10 4.23*** 6.64*** 3.09***
(1.49) (1.47) (1.12)
Math
Based on vertically scaled FCAT scores (SD= 306)
in grade 4 176.29*** 234.31*** 170.15*** 185.70*** 227.66*** 146.21***
(14.69) (27.12) (17.46) (20.17) (40.32) (24.01)
in grade 5 135.99*** 121.07*** 141.98*** 176.51*** 121.61***
(11.75) (16.93) (16.84) (21.19) (36.74)
in grade 6 140.63*** 126.10*** 149.51*** 102.06**
(14.33) (17.81) (32.92) (47.62)
in grade 7 89.13*** 30.88* 108.48***
(19.33) (17.42) (28.04)
in grade 8 42.42*** 39.49**
(7.30) (19.34)
Students 16,093 12,448 12,744 10,263 13,193 11,693
Note: Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth. Dependent variables are unadjusted
developmental scale scores in reading and math. The table displays IV estimates with performance and
demographic covariates by cohort of students. Performance and demographic covariates include math
scores in grade 3, gender, age, race, special education status in grade 3, LEP status in grade 3, and free or
reduced-price lunch status in grade 3. A cohort is defined by the school year students attended third grade
for the first time. The last row indicates the number of students by cohort in the first stage regression for
outcomes in grade 4. Standard errors clustered by third grade school and by third grade reading score in
parentheses.
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Table A-7: Grade Progression Results by Cohort
Cohort 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
after 2 years –.884*** –.806*** –.881*** –.898*** –.875*** –.944***
(.012) (.025) (.021) (.024) (.032) (.024)
after 3 years –.845*** –.735*** –.816*** –.871*** –.824*** –.879***
(.021) (.038) (.027) (.027) (.038) (.021)
after 4 years –.784*** –.641*** –.771*** –.836*** –.769*** –.817***
(.020) (.048) (.027) (.030) (.041) (.023)
after 5 years –.740*** –.569*** –.750*** –.836*** –.661*** –.758***
(.021) (.063) (.027) (.037) (.048) (.035)
Students 15,687 12,040 12,435 9,981 12,995 11,536
Note: Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth. Dependent variable is the student’s grade
level. The table displays IV estimates with performance and demographic covariates by cohort of stu-
dents. Performance and demographic covariates include math scores in grade 3, gender, age, race, special
education status in grade 3, LEP status in grade 3, and free or reduced-price lunch status in grade 3. A
cohort is defined by the school year students attended third grade for the first time. The last row indicates
the number of students by cohort in the first stage regression for outcomes after 1 year. Standard errors
clustered by third grade school and by third grade reading score in parentheses.
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4. Sensitivity Analyses
In this section, we provide additional details on the sensitivity analyses presented in section
4.6 of the paper. Figure A-6 examines the robustness of our results to the use of alternatives
to our preferred ten test-score-point bandwidth ranging from five to 25 points on either side
of the cutoff. To consolidate presentation, we combine the data on each outcome across
multiple years – achievement after 1-3 years and after 4-6 years as well as retention rates
in years 2-5. The achievement results are based on the unadjusted DSS scores. In each
panel the baseline estimate using the ten test-score-point bandwidth for the specification
with outcomes combined across multiple years is reported explicitly. Achievement impacts
in both subjects are consistently more positive using wider bandwidths, but the differences
are modest in size. No consistent pattern with respect to bandwidth choice is evident in
the results for future retention, high school graduation, and college enrollment.
Table A-8 examines the consequences of other changes to our specification and sample
restrictions. It confirms that our results are not influenced by the exclusion of students
at or within one test score point of the promotion cutoff, are essentially unchanged when
we use school fixed effects to restrict comparisons to students attending the same school
in third grade, and are robust to the use of quadratic terms in modeling the relationship
between third grade reading scores and the probability of retention on either side of the
cutoff.
As discussed in the text, a potential concern with interpreting our results as the causal
effect of test-based retention is the possibility of labeling effects (Papay et al., 2016). To test
whether labeling effects bias our estimates of test-based retention, we conduct a placebo
test using the two cohorts of students in our data that entered third grade before 2003 and
therefore were unaffected by the promotion policy. The results in Table A-9 confirm that
being labeled a level 1 reader had no effect on future achievement for these students.
Tables A-10 and A-11 report estimation results for subgroups defined based on their
own characteristics or those of the schools they attended in third grade. Lacking strong
theoretical expectations about which students would benefit most from retention, we pri-
marily regard these subgroup results as an additional robustness check to confirm that
our primary results are not driven by large positive effects for specific groups of students.
However, they also serve as exploratory analyses of potential effect heterogeneity intended
to guide future research.
Table A-10, which presents results for several key subgroups over the same time periods
displayed in Figure A-6, provides little evidence of qualitative differences in the effect of
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grade retention across subgroups based on gender, ethnicity, or free/reduced-price lunch
eligibility. The short-term and longer-term achievement effects of retention appear to be
modestly less positive for black students than for whites or Hispanics. The achievement
gains from retention also appear to be larger and more persistent for students who were
absent from school more often in grade 3.1 This suggests that test-based retention may
be particularly beneficial for low-achieving students whose initial third grade year was
disrupted by repeated absences.
The remaining rows in Table A-10 examine whether our estimates of retention effects are
local to students at a specific achievement level, exploiting the fact that there is considerable
variation in the math achievement of Florida students who are retained on the basis of their
reading test scores. Among students in our preferred bandwidth, 20,537 (27 percent) were
classified as performing at level one (of five) based on the third grade math test, 26,357 (35
percent) performed at level two, and 29,253 (29 percent) performed at level three or higher.
The first-stage results in column (1) show that the increase in the probability of retention
at the promotion cutoff was more than twice as large for students performing at level
one in math as for students performing at level three or above, suggesting that students’
math performance influenced whether they were granted an exemption from the retention
requirement. The estimated effects on reading and math achievement are quite similar
across all three groups, however, providing at least suggestive evidence that the short-term
benefits of test-based retention are not limited to students achieving at a specific level.
The results also confirm that the increase in retention probabilities for students just
missing the cutoff was smaller for special education students. This is as expected given
that students in this group were eligible for additional good cause exemptions from the
retention requirement.
Similar to the subgroup analysis by student characteristics, Table A-11 examines whet-
her the effects of retention vary according to the characteristics of the school attended
in third grade. For simplicity, we split the discontinuity sample into two subgroups at
the median of each available school characteristic. The results provides little evidence
of systematic heterogeneity in the effects of test-based retention by pupil/teacher ratio,
expenditure per student, average teacher experience, and average teacher salary. There
is some evidence, however, that the positive effects of test-based retention are more pro-
nounced in schools with below-median retention rates. This could indicate that retained
students receive more attention when there are fewer of them, which may reinforce any
1Among students in our preferred bandwidth, 28 percent were absent 10 days or more and 47 percent
were absent fewer than 5 days during their initial third grade year.
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beneficial impact of test-based retention.
Although we find little evidence of qualitative differences in retention effects across sub-
groups, policymakers may nonetheless be interested in which students subgroups are most
impacted by the introduction of a test-based promotion policy. Because some retained
students (i.e., always-takers) would have been retained regardless of whether they scored
below the promotion cutoff and other students (i.e., never-takers) would never be retained,
students complying with the policy cannot be individually identified. We can, however,
use the first-stage estimates of the effect of scoring below the promotion cutoff on retention
probabilities for students with various characteristics to describe the distribution of these
characteristics among compliers (c.f. Angrist and Pischke, 2009). Table A-12, which provi-
des results of a standard complier analysis based on the estimates reported in Column (1)
of Table A-10, suggests that compliers are on average not very different in their observa-
ble student characteristics from the average student in the discontinuity sample, with one
notable exception. For students with different math achievement levels we see substantial
differences in compliance rates. For example, a complier is 36 percent more likely to score
at level one in math than the average student in the discontinuity sample.
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Figure A-6: Estimated Effects for Different Bandwidths
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Note: Based on discontinuity samples with varying bandwidths all cohorts in panels 1-6, for the 2003 and
2004 cohorts in panel 7, and for the 2003 cohort in panel 8. Figure displays 95% confidence bands for
robustness checks with different bandwidths reported in Table A-8. The estimate displayed in each panel
indicates the estimate from our preferred specification.
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Table A-8: Robustness Checks
Outcomes: 1st Stage Reading Math Retention HS Grad. College
Years: 1-3 4-6 1-3 4-6 2-5
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Baseline .28*** 122.25*** 27.46*** 76.13*** –18.18*** –.05*** –.00 .00
(.01) (6.29) (9.89) (5.26) (6.52) (.00) (.04) (.04)
Bandwidth
25 .28*** 128.70*** 30.07*** 78.61*** –14.81*** –.05*** –.01 –.01
(.01) (4.84) (5.30) (4.44) (4.22) (.00) (.02) (.02)
20 .28*** 128.44*** 36.59*** 77.10*** –13.44*** –.05*** –.01 –.02
(.01) (5.03) (6.29) (4.92) (4.57) (.00) (.03) (.02)
15 .28*** 128.88*** 31.54*** 76.55*** –19.13*** –.05*** –.02 –.00
(.01) (6.02) (7.60) (4.58) (4.70) (.00) (.03) (.03)
5 .28*** 123.75*** 26.73* 77.29*** –24.42*** –.05*** –.03 –.02
(.01) (7.68) (14.39) (5.18) (4.55) (.01) (.05) (.06)
1 .28*** 103.55*** 9.69 78.30*** –27.09** –.06*** .02 –.07
(.01) (14.56) (16.40) (11.83) (13.78) (.01) (.06) (.06)
w/o cutoff .28*** 120.68*** 31.36** 76.33*** –19.01** –.05*** .00 .03
(.01) (7.55) (12.69) (6.77) (8.04) (.00) (.04) (.03)
School fe .29*** 117.20*** 13.23 73.24*** –29.04*** –.05*** –.01 –.00
(.01) (6.86) (8.62) (5.57) (7.17) (.00) (.03) (.04)
Quadratic .29*** 121.33*** 27.03*** 75.45*** –18.78*** –.05*** –.01 .01
(.01) (6.06) (9.98) (5.31) (6.10) (.00) (.04) (.04)
Note: Based on discontinuity sample for all cohorts in columns (1)-(6), for the 2003 and 2004 cohorts in
column (7), and for the 2003 cohort only in column (8). Top row indicates dependent variable. Second row
indicates years after potential grade 3 retention. Column (1) shows first stage estimates, while columns
(2)-(8) report the corresponding IV estimates. All estimations control for special education status in grade
3, LEP status in grade 3, a linear function in grade 3 reading scores that allows for different trends at
both sides of the cutoff, cohort dummies, grade 3 math scores, gender, age, race, and free or reduced-price
lunch status in grade 3. Estimated effects on achievement are based on unadjusted developmental scales
scores. Standard errors clustered by third grade school and by third grade reading score in parentheses.
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Table A-9: Placebo Test: Reduced Form Estimates for 2001 and 2002 Cohorts
Panel A Outcome: Reading Scores in
1 year 2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years 6 years
Below cutoff –3.711 1.137 4.146 –2.623 0.799 –8.490*
(4.248) (4.395) (4.605) (4.600) (4.039) (4.406)
Reading 4.024*** 3.677*** 4.102*** 3.110*** 2.707*** 1.864***
(0.498) (0.519) (0.554) (0.539) (0.481) (0.513)
Reading –0.647 –0.278 –0.962 –0.648 –0.572 –0.397
× Below cutoff (0.712) (0.739) (0.773) (0.770) (0.686) (0.732)
Additional covariates Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Students 34,028 31,800 30,237 29,713 28,937 26,804
R2 0.109 0.088 0.108 0.105 0.120 0.109
Panel B Outcome: Math Scores in
1 year 2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years 6 years
Below cutoff 0.049 –1.654 –3.357 –4.571 –4.419 –4.362
(3.519) (3.656) (3.811) (3.912) (3.405) (3.096)
Reading 1.322*** 1.371*** 0.746* 0.904** 0.621 0.934***
(0.416) (0.430) (0.453) (0.459) (0.397) (0.355)
Reading –0.678 –0.901 –0.494 –0.765 –0.546 –1.591***
× Below cutoff (0.589) (0.610) (0.637) (0.652) (0.571) (0.510)
Additional covariates Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Students 34,022 31,830 30,220 29,699 28,816 26,801
R2 0.365 0.346 0.303 0.279 0.286 0.277
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Note: Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth for the 2001 and 2002 cohorts. The table
displays reduced form estimates for cohorts of students not affected by the policy. Dependent variables are
unadjusted developmental scale scores in reading in panel A and math in panel B. The top row indicates
the distance in years between the year the outcome is measured and the first time students attended third
grade. Additional covariates include math scores, gender, age, race, free or reduced-price lunch status in
grade 3. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table A-10: Subgroup Results by Student Characteristics
Outcomes: 1st St. Reading Math Retention HS Grad. College
Years: 1-3 4-6 1-3 4-6 2-5
Subgroup (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Baseline .28*** 122.25*** 27.46*** 76.13*** –18.18*** –.07*** –.00 .00
(.01) (6.29) (9.89) (5.26) (6.52) (.01) (.04) (.04)
Girls .28*** 126.45*** 30.82** 74.36*** –15.86* –.05*** –.05 –.02
(.01) (10.48) (15.36) (9.04) (8.76) (.00) (.06) (.06)
Boys .29*** 117.92*** 23.75** 76.80*** –21.90** –.06*** .05 .02
(.01) (8.16) (10.43) (6.77) (8.77) (.01) (.05) (.03)
White .25*** 142.12*** 50.94*** 91.34*** –4.43 –.06*** .07 –.04
(.01) (11.63) (16.75) (12.78) (12.86) (.01) (.05) (.06)
Black .31*** 107.11*** 2.45 73.41*** –31.10*** –.06*** –.06 .06
(.01) (8.76) (11.86) (5.29) (9.08) (.01) (.06) (.04)
Hispanic .29*** 121.95*** 33.31** 62.38*** –12.02 –.03*** –.02 –.07
(.01) (10.34) (14.17) (12.72) (9.98) (.00) (.06) (.07)
Math .38*** 94.41*** 12.01 68.60*** –38.98*** –.06*** –.01 .02
Level 1 (.01) (12.12) (11.86) (5.33) (9.77) (.00) (.06) (.06)
Math .31*** 132.10*** 41.93*** 95.81*** –5.08 –.05*** .04 –.05
Level 2 (.01) (11.44) (15.36) (8.78) (10.32) (.00) (.05) (.05)
Math .19*** 149.74*** 13.00 54.14*** –16.73** –.04*** –.08 .06
Level 3+ (.01) (12.22) (17.25) (13.32) (8.26) (.01) (.06) (.08)
Age 9 .27*** 125.49*** 37.92*** 79.78*** –7.04 –.05*** .01 .06
or above (.01) (8.13) (12.61) (6.89) (8.59) (.00) (.04) (.04)
Age 8 .33*** 113.82*** 8.28 69.10*** –39.42*** –.06*** –.03 –.13**
or below (.01) (10.28) (14.60) (9.14) (8.72) (.01) (.06) (.05)
Free or .31*** 113.92*** 23.51* 75.42*** –12.28 –.05*** –.01 –.01
red. lunch (.01) (6.39) (12.15) (7.73) (9.09) (.00) (.05) (.03)
LEP .29*** 134.46*** 35.24 74.21*** –21.98 –.04*** –.01 .01
Students (.01) (11.85) (21.46) (10.37) (15.52) (.00) (.05) (.06)
Special Ed .22*** 127.87*** 67.79*** 70.51*** –16.65 –.05*** –.01 .01
Students (.01) (15.17) (25.54) (15.37) (15.86) (.01) (.06) (.08)
Days absent .29*** 140.16*** 69.75*** 97.74*** 8.57 –.06*** .05 .03
> 10 (.01) (15.13) (24.21) (16.12) (13.85) (.01) (.04) (.07)
Days absent .29*** 129.65*** 37.54*** 79.38*** –8.64 –.04*** .03 .04
5− 10 (.01) (13.80) (13.01) (14.63) (12.02) (.01) (.06) (.05)
Days absent .28*** 108.87*** –.96 64.97*** –35.72*** –.06*** –.05 –.03
< 5 (.01) (16.25) (15.74) (5.91) (9.78) (.00) (.05) (.06)
Note: Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth for all cohorts in columns (1)-(6), for the
2003 and 2004 cohorts in column (7), and for the 2003 cohort only in column (8). Top row indicates
dependent variable. Second row indicates years after potential grade 3 retention. Column (1) shows
first stage estimates. Columns (2)-(8) report IV estimates with performance and demographic covariates.
Estimated effects on achievement are based on unadjusted developmental scales scores. Standard errors
clustered by third grade school and by third grade reading score in parentheses.
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Table A-11: Subgroup Results by Third Grade School Characteristics
Outcomes: 1st St. Reading Math Retention HS Grad. College
Years: 1-3 4-6 1-3 4-6 2-5
Subgroup (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Baseline .28*** 122.25*** 27.46*** 76.13*** –18.18*** –.05*** –.00 .00
(.01) (6.29) (9.89) (5.26) (6.52) (.00) (.04) (.04)
Pupil teacher ratio
≥ median .31*** 120.76*** 30.28*** 69.57*** –20.20** –.06*** .00 .02
(.01) (6.16) (10.98) (7.56) (7.99) (.01) (.03) (.06)
< median .26*** 123.68*** 22.12 83.73*** –14.97** –.05*** –.01 –.01
(.01) (11.32) (14.29) (3.05) (7.35) (.00) (.05) (.04)
Expenditure per student
≥ median .30*** 104.62*** 23.50** 69.24*** –22.83*** –.05*** –.02 –.00
(.01) (6.18) (11.71) (8.09) (5.60) (.01) (.03) (.04)
< median .27*** 137.51*** 33.84** 78.59*** –10.27 –.06*** .02 .03
(.01) (9.67) (15.30) (9.34) (12.31) (.01) (.05) (.07)
Teacher experience
≥ median .27*** 116.61*** 21.27 68.49*** –27.02*** –.06*** –.02 –.03
(.01) (6.88) (13.08) (8.82) (9.94) (.01) (.06) (.05)
< median .30*** 126.28*** 35.08*** 83.92*** –9.92 –.05*** .01 .05*
(.01) (8.63) (11.78) (7.14) (7.46) (.00) (.04) (.03)
Teacher salary
≥ median .31*** 112.66*** 15.55 69.53*** –33.94*** –.04*** –.04 –.01
(.01) (8.52) (15.57) (8.42) (8.17) (.01) (.03) (.06)
< median .26*** 130.97*** 45.02*** 83.80*** 5.80 –.06*** .05 .04
(.01) (8.82) (11.64) (6.22) (9.21) (.01) (.07) (.05)
Retention rate
≥ median .36*** 102.71*** 16.33** 70.20*** –20.65*** –.05*** .01 –.01
(.01) (8.78) (8.03) (6.44) (7.18) (.00) (.04) (.04)
< median .21*** 149.90*** 49.88** 82.68*** –15.56 –.06*** –.03 .03
(.01) (7.92) (20.57) (8.77) (17.41) (.01) (.07) (.08)
Failure rate
≥ median .31*** 112.57*** 13.47 76.80*** –24.05*** –.05*** .01 –.02
(.01) (11.98) (11.90) (5.89) (7.54) (.01) (.05) (.04)
< median .26*** 130.08*** 43.95* 71.98*** –13.30 –.06*** –.03 .08
(.01) (11.42) (22.84) (7.67) (9.65) (.00) (.07) (.10)
Note: Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth for all cohorts in columns (1)-(6), for the
2003 and 2004 cohorts in column (7), and for the 2003 cohort only in column (8). Top row indicates
dependent variable. Second row indicates years after potential grade 3 retention. Column (1) shows
first stage estimates. Columns (2)-(8) report IV estimates with performance and demographic covariates.
Estimated effects on achievement are based on unadjusted developmental scales scores. Standard errors
clustered by third grade school and by third grade reading score in parentheses.
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Table A-12: Characterizing Compliers
Variable All students Compliers Relative likelihood that
compliers have the characteristic
indicated in each row
(1) (2) (3)
Girl 0.47 0.46 0.98
Boy 0.53 0.54 1.02
White 0.32 0.28 0.88
Black 0.35 0.39 1.11
Hispanic 0.28 0.29 1.01
Age 9 or above 0.75 0.71 0.95
Age 8 or below 0.25 0.29 1.15
Free/reduced lunch 0.71 0.77 1.08
Days absent > 10 0.27 0.28 1.01
Days absent 5-10 0.25 0.26 1.01
Days absent < 5 0.47 0.47 0.98
Math Level 1 0.28 0.38 1.36
Math Level 2 0.35 0.38 1.08
Math Level ≥3 0.37 0.25 0.67
Note: The table reports an analysis of complier characteristics. Column (1) reports the shares of students
with the characteristic indicated in each row among all students in the discontinuity sample. Column (2)
reports the shares of students with the characteristic indicated in each row among compliers. Column
(3) reports the ratio of the first stage estimate for individuals with that characteristic to the first stage
for the discontinuity sample as a whole, a statistic which can be interpreted as the relative likelihood
that compliers have this characteristic. Based on discontinuity sample with 10-point bandwidth for the
2003-2008 cohorts.
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